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ARE AWAITING THE DRAFT

Editor. WM. O. FULLER
The Courier-Gazette today publishes the first installment
Associate Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
of conscription serial numbers for Knox County, furnished
Subscriptions 83.00 per year payable In advance; tingle copies three
by the Local Draft Board. More numbers and names will
cents.
advertising rales based upon circulation and very reasonable.
appear in Thursday’s issue.
NEW8PAPER HISTORY
Residence
Serial
No.
Name
The Rockland Gazette was established ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier
1 Lloyd George Drinkwater,
Camden
was established and consolidated with the Oazette ln 1882. The Free Press
Jaunts around the country.
La Paz, Bolivia, Oct. 11.
2 Bartholomew John Pellicani,
Warren
was established in 1855 and In 1861 changed its name to the Tribune. These
Editor of The Courler-Oazette:—
Every day It Is something new
3 Charles Jefferson Mitchell, Jr.,
Rockland
ospers consolidated March 17, 1897
Every time I pick up a Courler- and exciting. The flying alone is
Camden
4 LoForest Alvin Leland,
Oazette, whether it is here In La enough to wear down anybody but
Rockland
5 Lawrence Eben Mills,
Paz or in the Jungle. I promise my people from Maine. Day In and
Thomaston
6 Henry Allen Erickson.
I EDITORIAL]
Warren
7 Donald Sherman Mank,
self to drop you a few lines. So day out we drop down through
8 Saul Richard Polisner,
Camden
110,000 feet of Jungle mist which
here goes.
THE BACKERS OF WILLKIE
9 Donald Booth Millard,
Rockland
First of all here is an item that sometimes rises faster than we can
10 Earl Mills Sprowl,
Appleton
I
climb
our
planes.
Other
times
we
might
Interest
you
or
your
readers.
One of the most remarkable things about the Willkie cam
Warren
Bill Junior is down here with me 1 are flying along and find a moun 11 Frederrick James Pratt,
paign ls the absence of political leaders. The Republican
Rockland
flying for the same company that tain peak sticking up through the 12 ,)oseph Paul Beaulieu,
13
Ash Point
nominee has been conducting his drive almost single handed,
I am. And I am proud to say that mist or fog to scratch the bottoms 14 Cecil Lawrence Sawyer,
Richard Ingraham Thomas,
Rockport
and win, lose or draw, it can never be said that the bosses are
he ls doing a better Job of it. Here of our plants.
Warren
15 John Wilfred Erkklla,
running things. In all the history of United States politics
We have proven also that men 16 Wilbur Llewellyn Barter,
are father and son flying for the
Rockland
can
stand
flying
at
22.000
feet
every
same
company,
over
the
worst
piece
there never has been such sn outstanding condition of things
Rockport
17 Harold Spear Oraffam,
of country in the world—flying the day, all day, without oxygen and 18 Arthur Eugene Webber,
Rockland
as the one we now see. where a man was able to win a Presi
same kind of planes. We spend that we can descend at the rate of 19 Merrill Wesley Payson,
Warren
dential nomination simply because of the people of 48
most of our working hours above 3000 feet a minute without any ill 20 Clifton Willis Meservey,
Warren
States resorted to that famous rallying cry “We want Willkie."
21 Oramon Bernard Jones, Jr.,
Rockport
16.000 feet above sea level. The effects.
The people, however, did not stop with Willkie's nomination,
Matinicus
When Bill and I are flying at 22 Harold Edwin Bunker,
biggest difference Is ages. One ls
and volunteers from all walks of life arc doing missionary
Rockland
the same time over the same route 23 Bruno Steven Mazzeo,
23 and the other is 55.
Warren
work, by mall, by wire and by personal appeal.
Up to date we have flown be we can talk to one another over 24 Louis Alfred Perreault, Jr.,
Rockland
tween us 1152 hours and 8 minutes, the radios from the planes even 25 Bradford French Burgess,
Instances have multiplied rapidly of where prominent
Thomaston
carried 1,623,872 pounds of cargo, though we can not see one another 26 Frederick E Tripp,
Democrats have swung powerful support to the Republican
27 Maurice Lowell Leonard,
Rockland
for
fog.
2411
passengers,
burnt
up
81941
candidate and where men and women, never before active in
Rockland
28
Wilbert
Raymond
Ames,
William H. Wincapaw.
gallons of gasoline and 2.846 gal
Rockville
politics, have become alert, active, militant workers for the
26 Eino Frederick Lofman,
[Delighted to hear from you 30 Jasper LeRoy McKenney,
lons of cylinder oil. All has been
Rockport
Willkie cause Mayor LaGuardia of New York continues to
again. Bill. Our readers are al 31 Dwight Oerald Snow,
done over the Andes mountains.
Rockport
worship at the shrine of President Roosevelt, but 23 of the
Even at my age I have had the ways Interested In your strange ad 32 Lendall Sherwood Merrill,
Olen Cove
leading members of the New York City Fusion movement
honor of doing all the flying for ventures. Let's have more of them, 33 Albert William Tolman.
West Rockport
who supported him, are now with Willkie. expressing them
Vinalhaven
the President of Bolivia on hls by all means.—Ed.]
34 Ernest Sidney Tolman.
Martinsville
35 Robert Montfort Hupper,
selves as ln "profound disagreement" with LaGuardia in hls
Rockland
36 Harold Porter Snowman,
support of the President. "President Roosevelt was not draft
Union
37 Roscoe Morse Bessey,
ed by his party." the statement said. “He succeeded in forc
Rockland
38 Nelson 8ylvanus Crockett,
ing himself on an apathetic and resigned convention by the
Camden
39 Mayland Francis Barton,
Rockland
power of Federal patronage and by his alliance with Boss
40 Alton Henry Higgins,
Rockland
41 Lendon Cyrus Jackson, Jr.,
Flynn and hls machine in New York City, Mayor Hague's
Camden
42 Frank Hardy Rolerson,
vote-stealing and book-burning machine in Jersey City, the
North Haven
43 Clyde Elmer Joy,
Kelly-Nash racketeer-infested machine in Chicago, the Crump
•
Rockland
44 Raymond Earl Moran,
machine ln Memphis, what ls left of the notorious Pendergast
Union
45 Harold Sanborn Wentworth,
Thomaston
machine ln Kansas City, and the remains of the Huey Long
46 John Oabrlel Anderson,
Rockland
47 Oeorge Freeman Cummings,
boodle organization ln New Orleans " Assailing the "malign
Warren
About 550 Knox and Lincoln 4-H the following 4-H Clubs: Skit by the 48 Charles Boardman Dolham,
influence" that "notorious" Democratic organizations ln the
Rockport
49 Hazen Bernard Howard,
Bheepscot
girls,
with
Mrs.
Ruth
oiks
attended
their
antfUal
4-H
large cities of the country were playing in the President's
Thomaston
aunty contest, Saturday, at the Leighton, leader; Novelty, by the 50 Dana Fred Thayer,
campaign, the statement concluded with these two para
Rockland
Arthur Veazie Cullen,
51
Valdoboro High School auditorium. Happy -Go-Luckies of Warren, with 52 Clyde Gordon Mosher,
Rockland
graphs:
The program opened at 10 with Mrs. Bertha Drewett, leader; vocal 53 Hilton T. Murphy,
Thomaston
“The immediate supremely Important duty before us
Inglng, led by Charles Wilson of solos by Frances Reed of the True 54 Alfred Putnam Chesley,
Thomaston
ls to defeat the alliance between this national administration,
Varren. There were several other Blue 4-H of Newcastle, and bv 55 Thorne Milton Dyer.
North Haven
with its definite trend toward autocracy, and the discredited
James Wentworth of the Hatchet 56 Frank Welton Babbidge,
Rockland
ong periods during the program.
Hope
political gangs which control some of our large cities ”
A. D. Oray, superintendent ol Mountain 4-H of Hope. Maxwell 57 Henry Steward Libby,
Thomaston
chools ln Waldoboro, gave a few Welch, leader of the Samoset Club 58 Waldo Harvell Ring,
"We are therefore supporting, and urge our fellow-citizens
Rockland
rords of welcome, to which Frank of Bristol, furnished musical selec 59 Claude D. Atheam,
to support, Wendell L. Willkie for President and Charles L.
Rockland
’lagg, a member of the Jeffer- tions on a saw, Mrs. Helen Went 60 Alfred Hutchins Teel,
McNary for Vice President. Their patriotic devotion and de
Rockland
worth contributed humorous read 61 Frederick Daniel Merritt,
onlan
Farmers'
4-H
Club
of
Jeftermination to preserve and defend our security and our insti
Warren
ings which brought forth hearty ap 62 Earl Lester Griffin,
erson,
responded
ln
behalf
of
the
Rockland
tutions are essential ln this crisis.”
63 Ralph Emery Post,
plause
and
laughter.
She
also
act

-H Clubs, thanking Mr. Gray and
Friendship
64 Paul Bramhall Simmons,
he people of Waldoboro for their ed as pianist for the entire program 65 Charles Niles,
INDIAN SUMMER FROSTBITTEN
Rockland
John M. Richardson, business
lospitality and friendliness.
Camden
66 Herbert Raymond Thompson,
manager
of
The
Courler-Oazette,
If Friday night’s snowstorm and subsequent freezing
The roll call of clubs, with R C.
Friendship
67 Bernard Sylvanous Brow,
Rockland
Ventworth. county agent, in charge, appeared ln his usual role of award 68 Collin Abget Knight,
weather are any criterion we are ln for a long cold Winter,
er of prizes, including The Courler- 69 Maurice Harlon Chadwick.
Friendship
ound 46 of the 48 clubs present
although the "oldest residents" have not indulged ln many
Rockland
The delegates who attended State Oazette plaque. The Jolly Toilers 70 Jalo Ellas Ranta,
predictions. Meantime what has become of our traditional
Rockland
Georges River
Road
in 71 Malcolm Lee Daggett,
Jamp last June at Orono were ln- of
Indian Summer?
Warren
roduced by Lucinda Rich, club Thomaston, were the high-scoring 72 Fred Peters,
Rockland
Lawrence
Amos
Dow,
73
club
for
the
second
consecutive
year
igent; Jenness Eugley of Hope, who
THE CURING OF CANCER
Criehaven
74 Harold Colby Anderson,
vas State winner ln the rural elec- which gave them permanent posses 75 Carl Alvin Christoffersen,
Rockland
sion
of
the
plaque
Miss
Arlene
Nel

rlflcation
contest
last
fall
and
re

,
Strong hope for cancer sufferers is held out in the news
Thomaston
76 Vere Bernard Crockett,
son
is
leader.
The
second
prize
of
a
ceived a trip to Chicago, gave some
Camden
which comes from Chicago, where the American College of
77 Clarence Herbert Pendleton,
if the highlights. He was also one 4-H banner went to the Singing 78 Woodbury Porter Fales,
Rockland
Surgeons announces that 36.078 five-year cancer cures have
Rockville
if the winners of the flve national ' Sewing Club of West Rockport, with 79 Einar Erick Helno,
been made in the United States. These are persons who had
j Mrs. Henry Keller, leader. The 80 Arthur Lesten Williams,
Rockland
icholarshlps.
cancer and who, flve years after treatment, are free of the
Camden
Miss Pauline Budge, assistant Hatchet Mt. 4-H of Hope, with Mrs. 81 Eben Davis,
Rockland
disease. The figure Is an increase of 6.000 over the number
State club leader, presented 4-H Bessie Hardy, leader, received a 4-H 82 Edwin Richard Edwards, Jr.,
South Cushing
of five-year cures three years ago when the college took its
secretary books to the 17 clubs : scrapbook as third prize. The fourth 83 Walpas Bruno Sallinen,
Rockland
vhlch have organized for 1941: They I highest was the Sheepscot 4-H with 84 Charles Daniel Jillson,
last formal cancer census The figures were Issued as evi
Vinalhaven
Mrs Ruth Leighton, and they re ■ Matti Jameson,
ire,
with
their
leaders:
The
Happy
dence not only that cancer is curable, but that the number
Rockport
86 Willis Earl Ogier.
Homemakers, Aina. Bernal Jewett; ceived honorable mention.
of cures ls rising notably. The first census, taken ln 1931,
•
Camden
87 Ora Ross Brown, Jr.,
Miss
Lucinda
Rich
awarded
4-H
Slue-Bird 4-H. Damariscotta Mills,
Rockland
88 Edmond William Bodman,
showed only about 20,000 five-year cures.
certificate
to
the
County
champions
klrs. Helen Plummer; Alford Lake
Rockland
89 Raymond Albert Hoch,
i-H, Hope, Mrs Lura Norwood; (highest ranking in senior projects), 90 Vernon Leroy Raye,
Rockport
FARLEY’S PREDICTION
recognition
cards
to
the
highest
Warren
9inglng Sewing Club, West Rock
91 Benjamin Collins Barbour,
ranking
Juniors
and
young
farmers
Camden
port. Miss Dorothy Keller; Happy
92 Carl Henry Milliken,
James A. Farley, former Postmaster Oeneral and chair
in each project, and 4-H bracelets 93 Veikko Mellin,
Thomaston
Juniors, West Rockport. Mrs Henry
man of the Democratic National Committee predicts Roose
to the girls, and necktie clasps to 94 Earle Belmont Achorn,
Rockport
Keller;
Best
Maids,
Whitefield,
Mrs.
velt will be re-elected, but by the barest of marjorities.
Warren
3eorge Hausen; We-Can-Do-lt, the boys. A list of the recipients 95 William Clayton Littlehale,
Coming from the man who four years ago said that Roose
of these prizes, including their proj 96 Alvah Parker Mears,
Rockland
North Waldoboro. Mrs. Lula Miller;
Waldoboro
ect, follow:
velt would then carry all of the States but Maine and Ver97 Elmer Polkey,
Medom ik Malne-iax. North WaldoRockland
County Champions: Bean, Fred 98 Adriel Barnard Fales,
.mont, this is so significant that the country may well feel
»oro, Philip Lee: Fox Islanders.
Rockport
erick Brownell. Hope; chick raising. 99 Charles John Erickson,
that the election two weeks from today is going to be a real
Vinalhaven. Mrs. Barbara Nutting;
Vinalhaven
Walter Henry. Thomaston; canning. 100 Theron Eben Smith,
rhe Winners, Vinalhaven. Mrs Ken
battle.
Rockland
Ruth Norwood, Alford Lake, Hope; 101 Alton Scott Oray,
neth Cook; Medomak Merry Makers,
Camden
102 Raymond Davis Stockwell,
cooking
and
housekeeping,
Ruth
FAIR PLAY TO SEWALL
Vinalhaven
Washington, Miss Louise Linscott;
Charles
Walter
Philbrook,
103
Norwood, Hope; dairy, Dana HerRockport
(Lewiston Journal)
Wawennocks 4-H. Pemaquid, Rob104 Charles Ernest Leland,
(Continued on Page Eight)
Rockland
106 Jasper Lombardo,
srt Fossett; . Hope's Happy 4-H.
Senate President Sumner Sewall will become governor
Camden
106 Basil Hamilton Bowen,
hope, Mrs. Bessie Hardy; Hill Top
Rockland
in January and a new legislature will convene Is it asking
107 Willis Irvin 8ulllvan,
Juniors. Hope. Mrs. Mabel Wright;
Camden
too much of the present Legislature now on its last legs, to
108 Orman Manley Ooodwln,
Mountain Top Maids, Razorville,
Rockland
receive the various committee reports and adjourn sine die
109 LawTence Irven Philbrook,
Mrs.
Lila
Crummitt;
and
Oeorges
Vinalhaven
as expeditiously as possible?
110 Merredlth Penelton Trefrey,
Valley 4-H. Warren. Oeorge Buck.
The special session which reconvened Monday has served
Rockland
Rockland
Boy
Enlists
In
111 Carl Francis Mosher,
A colorul parade, led by the
its purpose The Runnells' larceny scandal has been aired.
Rockport
Gordon
Matthew
Greenlaw,
112
Canadian Motor Cycle
Junior Fife and Drum Corps of the
The former controller is in State prison. The looseness in
Camden
113 John Smalley Oood,
American Legion in Rockland, and
ithe conduct of certain State offices has been exposed, and
Rockland
Regiment
114 Wilbert Downing Gage,
headed by Theodore Hall of Jeffer
corrections made. There has been no expose of graft and
Camden
115 Walter Dearborn Thurston,
Joseph Kelly looks forward to a 116 Austin Herbert Leach,
corruption except in the case of one State office. Two com
South Union
son with the American Flag,
mittees will report, the code probers and the Tompkins in
Rockland
marched through the Main street of fight in a war he believes ln for 117 Bernard Charles Oakes,
Rockport
vestigators.
Waldoboro at noontime. During the right and Justice. He is a private 118 Edgar Jerome Whitten, Jr.,
More adjustments in the eight year old code are prob
Rockland
noon hour, chocolate milk from in the 4th Canadian Motor Cycle 119 Harry B. Odom,
ably needed. Especially should the office of State treasurer
Camden
120 Aldiverde Isaac Norton,
Round Top Farms. Damariscotta, Regiment here.
be made something more than a pensioner's berth. This can
South Union
Private Kelly came from Rock 121 Edmund Crowell Harding, Jr.,
was provided by the Knox-Lincoln
Rockland
be done ln 1941 if necessary.
Farm Bureau as a supplement to land, Me., to Canada with the in 122 Freeland D. Hill,
Rockport
Oov-Elect Sewall should enter upon his term without
123 Herbert Edward Hoche,
tention
of
doing
his
part
ln
the
the box lunches.
Rockland
any hangovers or political babies left in the executive cor
124 Earle Raymond Freeman,
fight
against
Hitler.
He
took
the
In the afternoon. Ernest Haskell,
Camden
ridor. Fair play to him and to the new legislature should
125 Herbert Linwood Oarey,
magician, from Augusta, enter oath of allegiance to the British 126 Franklin Leslie Newhall,
Rockland
impel a swift adjournment of the fourth session this year.
tained for an hour with a program Crown and took it eagerly and will' 127 Franklin Gustavus Priest,
Rockport
No emergency exists which requires the continued presence
South Thomaston
of the law-makers at 85 a day ln Augusta. Nothing, that
of magic and tricks. Other numbers Ingly.
128 Arthur Francis Rackliff,
He has known battle in the past. 129 John Carlton Burgess,
Rockland
the new administration cannot handle and nothing that will
on the program were furnished by
Camden
In 1915 he was a member of the 130 Robert Hiram Thomas,
damage the State If delayed a little more than two months.
Warren
This Legislature should not Impose new taxes, nor un
United States Navy and served ln 131 Leonard Irvin Cousins,
Rockport
dertake a highway building program. It is distinctly a
Mexico. He holds the American 132 Herbert William Churchill,
HARVEY
’
S
TAXI
Camden
lame duck session and the poor bird should be put out of its
133 Edward Stanton Dearborn,
rhe Taxi Service formerly con- Mexican campaign medal.
misery as painlessly and promptly as possible.
Private
Kelly
said
today
he
ls
(Continued
on
Page
Six)
cted by the late Cleveland R.
rvey will be carried on as usual enjoying hls training and ls very
renty-four hour service. Tele- proud of hls unit. "It has the fin
est bunch of fellows in the army,’’
one 355.
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
127-129 is his claim. He Is proud of hls
APPLETON’S ANNUAL
new allegiance, too, while still being
proud of his own nationality.
He adds that he is anxious "to
I get going."—Saint John Telegraph
468 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME,
I Journal.

Tuesday
Issue

Volume 95............ Number 127.

The Black Cat

The Wincapaws, Senior and Junior, Reach

Altitude of 22,000 Feet Crossing the Andes

THE S1EGE 0F WALDOBORO
How It Was Laid By 4-H Clubs and
the Good Time They Had

(By The Roving Reporter)

I

Over around Bowdoin College
they still tell the story of the Rock
land Freshman who disobeyed
orders arid went down to Bath tor
the night. In hts absence the upper
riassmen removed every last article
from his sleeping quarters arid set
up his bed on the lawn In front of
the Chapter house. The student
purposely delayed his return until
2 o'clock the following morning,
hoping to reach his room unob
served.
Fancy hls amazement
when he found hls bed on the lawn,
surrounded by the other articles of
furniture. He was game, however,
and spent the night in that bed
He also spent a liberal part of the
day restoring hls belongings to hls
own room. Later he saw service In
the A.E.F., in France, and was one
of the most popular men in college.
But he remembered his place as
Freshman for the balance of tliat
college year.

THE OPEN KITCHEN

REWARD

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 31
RIVERSIDE HALL, APPLETON

TO FINDER

Supper served 5 to 8 o'clock. Entertainment
following
Sale of Fancy Work, Aprons, Home Made Gandies,
Foods, Etc. , Auction of Vegetables, etc., follows
entertainment.

Brown Pocketbook Lost, con
taining large sum of money, in
vicinity of Matinicus Lobster Co.
Reward. Telephone 3-4, Ten
ant’s Harbor, or

SUPPER 25c. ADMISSION TO HALL 10c

PORT CLYDE, ME.

127*lt

HERBERT STIMPSON

(Opp. Courier-Gazette Office)

Goodwill Grange Fair
SOUTH WARREN

Wednesday, Oct. 23
BEANO
FANCY WORK
GRABS AND VEGETABLES
Supper 6.00 o’clock—35c
VARIETY SHOW
DANCE
lflft’127

Oeorge Sleeper, proprietor of Crescent Beach Inn
and Mid-Town Cafe, has taken over The Open Kit
chen and will operate it along the lines of a modern
restaurant.

MRS. FANNIE MORRIS
One of Knox County’s best known cooks, will be in charge of
the kitchen
*

The letter from Capt. Bill Win
capaw, found elsewhere ln this
issue, was most welcome. Bill and
Bill, Junior, are certainly: doing
some great stunts down ln South
America. Bill's address, by the
way, is Casilla 674, La Paz, Bolivia.

New York heads the list ln motorvehicle registrations with 2.655,733
automobiles and trucks ln opera
tion. California runs a close second
in the registration race with 2.606,590 motor vehicles. And not far
behind is Pennsylvania with 2,064787 cars and trucks.

If any freak bets have been made
locally on the Presidential election
Well, the hunting season is on.
I have not learned of them. Al
ready having had its State election Get your deer, but don’t be like the
Maine doesn't get quite so "het up" Northwest Mounted Police, Don’t
get your man.
as the other States.

One year ago: Axel E. Brunberg
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Newbert of
Vinalhaven enjoyed a dinner of fresh was Inducted into office as presi
green peas, picked Oct. 18 from their dent of the Baptist Men’s League.
Mayor Frederick O. Payne of Au
garden. What? No salmon!
gusta was speaker.—William K.
Among those who listen religious Clinton died at the age of 87.—
ly to E. B. Rideout's weather re Tiie fire department saved the Mc
port each morning is Mrs. Mildred Intosh Ice Co's buildings at ChickO'Donnell, clerk at the Burpee & awaukie Lake from destruction.—
Lamb store. "For many months." Dr. J. A . Rlchan was in Charles
Mrs. O'Donnell told me yesterday "I ton. S. C., attending the triennial
have noticed that the morning re convention of the General Orand
port at Fifteen Miles Falls is almost Chapter of the United States,
an exact duplicate of the weather R A. C—The Methodist and Con
Rockland will have during the day." gregational churches of Thomas
So, keep an eye on Fifteen Miles ton celebrated the tenth anniver
sary of their federation.
Falls.

In The Boxing Ring
Slam-Bang. Toe to Toe
Fighting Expected the
Coming Friday Night
The past two weeks have seen
thrilling main bouts, sensational
semi-finals, with the under card
Just so, but the R.A.C. this week
is bringing thrilling bouts from
the opener to the finish.
Two weeks ago Jackie Fisher
of Waterville fought Carl Lawless
to what the fans called the best
bout yet seen In that Arena. It
was a draw, to such an extent
that the boxing fans immediate
ly asked for a re-match. Instead.
Lawless was matched with Don
West of Jefferson.
They met,
fought for four and a half rounds,
toe to toe, in a slugfest that had
the crowd on their feet through
out the fight.
Previous to the Lawless-West

Wants To Get Going

HARVEST HOME

Mrs. Marjorie Ralph of Waldo
boro who is the mother of five sons
and one daughter had the unique
experience of having all five sons
and her son-in-law, Chester Miller
register for conscription Wednes
day. Tiie sons, Willis, Harold,
Richard, Roy and Ward are all mar
ried with the exception of Roy.

No Malfeasance
Legislature Gives Attor
ney General Burkett Clean
Bill of Health
A legislative committee investi
gating activities of Maine's gov
ernmental agencies and officials in
a lengthy report to the Legislature
yesterday, gave Attorney Oeneral
Franz U. Burkett a clean bill of
health with respect to his associa
tions with two cemetery develop
ment companies.
Burkett had been criticised from
Legislative floors for his affiliation
with the Brooklawn Company and
the Brooklawn Memorial Park,
Portland, which, with several other
similar organizations in other sec
tions, were scored for their prac
tices.
The Committee said its investi
gation disclosed Burkett was "un
wise in continuing to be asociated
with either company after he
learned authentically that his name
and position were being used as bait
by high pressure salesmen."
"All tliat is Involved, however,"
it continued, “is an error in judge
ment, and no inference is warrant
ed or intended that the attorney
general has been guilty of miscon
duct or has benefited Improperly
or dishonestly from any operations
of these companies.
“Your committee finds no evi
dence of misfeasance or malfeas
ance on the part of the attorney
general's department ln connection
with the Brooklawn Companies.”

match Fisher had been signed to
meet the winner, so with West
knocking out Lawless ln the fifth
a slambang battle ls expected
when Fisher and West meet with
both desiring a victory, because of
the fact that this is a deciding
contest in this division. The also
ones are flipping their coins for a
bet.
For another thriller Young Jack
meets Pancho Villa—ring veter
ans with “The Toy Bull Dog" per
haps on the upper side, but Pancho
a very wise and able man opposite
him. A real bout will be on for
five torrid rounds. Certain fans
hope for Young Jack “to take a
licking.” with this veteran against
him. Perhaps?”
Top prelim brings Young Terry
(“Frankie'' Berry) of Rockport
vs Kid Norman of Oakland. Terry
has asked for this fight and ex
pects to win. Terry at least has
boxing skill and confidence with
Norman a little more experienced.
First prelim finds Battling
Phelps of Rockland meeting Her
man Budreau of Waterville. Both
boys of same experience. In the
opener Rockland's popular Whop
per Marston meets Freddie Scott
of Waldoboro. Jack O'Brien. Ref
eree and show starting at 8.30
with prices at 55c and <1.10;
women and children 30c, tax in
cluded.
READ ALL THE NEWS
THEN READ ALL THW ADJ

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
MY GRANDMA'S ADVICE

My Orandma lives on yonder little
green.
Fine old lady as ever waa seen;
She often cautioned me with care.
Of all false young men to beware.
Tune-el tlm-e-um tum tlm-e-um pe
Of all false young men to beware.
These false young men they flatter
and deceive.
8o, my love, you must not believe;
They'll flatter, they'll coax, till you
are in their snare.
And away goes poor old Grandma's
care.

Tlm-e-l,

etc.

The first came a-courtlng waa little
Johnny Green.
Fine young man as ever waa seen;
But the words of my Grandma so
ran ln my head
I could not hear one word he said.
Tlm-e-l, etc.
The next came a-courtlng was young
Ellts Orove,
"Twits then we met with a Joyous love;
With a Joyous love I couldn't be
afraid.
You'd beoter get married than die
an old maid.
Tlm-e-l, etc.
Thinks I to myself, there's some mis
take.

What a flies these old folks make!
If the boys and the girls had all
been afraid,
Then Grandma herself would have
died an old maid.
—Author Unknown .
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Set your affection on things
above the earth ,-jCoI. 3: 2.

Book Review
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WILBUR CONNON LED 'EM

To Settle A Feud

Big Boy Was High Line In Softball

•For God and Country”

[They’re Out For The Flag

City Championship Match
Is Arranged Between Carr
And Gardner

Batting the Past Season

Attention, please, all you bowling
fans of Krox County. Via the un
Fieldings Folly, by Frances Park
derground railroad and various
Wilbur Connon, elongated flrst These leaders are based on players
inson Keyes, author of The Great
other
sources, we, the members of
baseman of Perry's Market lugged who took part in at least 14 games,
Tradition
Published by Julia".
batting championship of the or two-thirds of the playing sched the Park street Secret Service, have
Messner Inst., New York.
Softball League, according to the ule. Leaders in other departments discovered a feud that has been
A real event in the field of the official averages released today, were:
brewing since 1934 This is the re
Runs scored: Felt 31. Lord 28
reading public is the announcernc* Playing in 16 games, Connon
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IS A REAL MERCHANT

not just an employee.

pkg

He owns his store and

91

83c

manages it to please you!

TALK OF THE TOWN

4 && 27

y ■ iz

TUV TAU/W

CREAM LUNCH

ir<

Going To Hawaii

V

uked

BAKER'S _

COLORS

10

’&S?

cash

. borrow at Pc.it>mnl, first
'choice coast-to-coast. You will
like our ex fra consideration and
exclusive advantages. Write In.
For a Personal Loan see THE

Tin&onal finance co.
MARTIN i. RIELLY, Mrr. Room No.
201, Floor N o. 2,
Kresge Bldg. Phone
1155, 241 Water St.
Augusta, Me. Small
Statute License No. I.
Charges 1% on unpaid monthly
balances
up
t0
$150;
2(4%
Monthly on balances above.

Works Corp. as is an older son,
Leslie.
Woodrow, always something of
an adventurer, according to his
father, attended the public schools
at Tenants Harbor where for some
years his father was employed ln
the stone quarries. The young
man had been driving a truck in
recent months for a private con
tractor at the Norfolk, Va., Navy
Yard, but was home on two weeks'
vacation. He one time drove for
the Black Hawk Express Line from
New York City to Miami. Fla. When

| an army recruiting truck passed
! through Bath a few days ago,
Woodrow joined the boys and ap
parently made up his mind Wed
nesday to enlist, having accompanied the recruiting truck to
Rockland, thence to Augusta.
While the women folks of the
Underwood family had compara
tively little to say on learning of
Woodrow's enlistment, Dad Under
wood and brother Leslie weren't
disguising the fact they were a bit
proud of the lad’s action —Bath
Times

ciate the extra heating value of this pure,
clean, heat-packed coal. Why not phone
us today!

CALL 487

WHITE SOAP

2

BARS

9c

BLUE WRIST-HEAVY

COTTON GLOVES

2

PAIRS

25c

ASST.—25c

BRIAR PIPES

each

|9c

RINSO
2

PKGS

17c

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
ROCKLAND ME.
THE FAVORITE PENNSYLVANIA HAND COAL

NATION - WIDE SERVICE

2

PKGS

37c

GROCERS

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN Yacht

Aletes Comes to South Railway

More Talk of The Town on Page 2

The Elks House Committee will
serve a lobster supper tonight pre
ceding the regular meeting.

Walter McAuliffe and Earle Mculiffe of Pulton street left yester
day morning for New York on the
tug Nottingham.

Oct 23—Annual fair at Ooodwlll
Orange.
Oct. 23—Knox-Lincoln Parm Bureau |
onual meeting at Community Build
— Rockland.
Ct. 23 Thomaston District DAR
«»»etlng at "Montpelier."
Oct. 23-25 — Portland—State Teach
ers' Convention.
Oct 23—Vlnalhaven — Anniversary
observance of Pleasant River Grange.
Oct 24—Glen Cove "Travels In In
dla" by Clifford Smith at Penobscot
View Oranee hall
Oct. 24 Pish and Game Ass'n sup
per at Tbomaston Methodist vestry.
Oct. 30—Waldoboro- Woman's Club
meets at Community Garden Club
Bouse
Oct. 31—Halloween
SOet. 31—Appleton's annual "Harvest
■ome" ln Riverside hall
Nov. 2— Vlnalhaven Pish Hawks 11th
annual reunion in Boston
iNov, 5—Presidential Election.
?Nov. 11—Armistice Day.
Nov. 11—National Roll Call of Red
Cross begins.
Nov. 12 — Rockport — Garden Club
meets with Mrs Viola Spear.
Nov. 14— Thomaston—Third District
uncll. American Legion Auxiliary
ets at Methodist vestry.
Nov. 21 Thanksgiving Day.
Nov. 2&—Thanksgiving Day ln Maine.

Boiled dinner will be served at
Odd Fellows hall, Thursday from
11 oclock until 1 o'clock for the
benefit of Golden Rod Chapter.
OI.5 Friday night with be visit
ing officers’ night. Evpper will toe
served at 6.30 with Mis. Belle
Frost as chairman.

MEN OF BLUE SUNOCO

STORY OF CEMENT INDUSTRY

Held Clinic At Community Build
ing On Mater Oils—Refreshments
In Order, Following Speaking

Going Back To Its Humble Beginning
And Traced To Modern Methods

The men of Blue Sunoco held
their first meeting in Rockland
Friday night ln the form of a
Euitnoco Motor Oil Clinic at Com
munity Building. Jtcland G. Ware,
local distributor, presided.
The speakers included Regional
Supt. J. C. Weidman who gave a
resume of the history and achieve
ment of the Eun Oil Co., and Rej gional Engineer H. H Hopkins
who presented an interesting dem! or.stration of the company’s prodnets. The final speaker was Jerry
' Bates and the affair concluded
' with a buffet luncheon,

(First Installment)

The following article concerning which were presumed to have been
the cement industry was prepared built about 5.000 years ago. This
by John M. Pomeroy of the Law was probably a natural cement of
rence Portland cement plant, volcanc origin but where lt was
Thcmaston, and read befor? the procured ls no- known. The Romans, about 2630 years ago, used a
Rockland Rotary Club Oct. 18.
cement mortar In their buildings,
Mr. Pomeroy said ln part:
Man from the beginning of his viaducts and aquaducts that were
The 75-fcot dragger Dorothy and
Ethel H. was launched last week at habitation of the earth has been composed of volcanic ash. lime and
sar.d ar.d many of those structures
Friendship. Built by W. S. Carter a builder; at first for physical pro
are
ln a good state of preservation
of Friendship and powered by a tection from his enemies and from
bua Diesel engine, it is owned by the elements, ar.d later for liveli still. After the fall of the Roman
Paulson and Olson of Cape Eliza hood. comfort and enjoyment. It Empire the building tracks suffered
beth. All equipment was furnished is true that he has not been the a decline or elimination for sev
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
by the Harris Company of Portland only builder among living beings, eral hundreds of years.
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
In the Middle Ages lime mortar
The new ship has a 16-foot, 6-inch but being endowed with an imag
The yacht Aletes, built by the Bath Iron Works at a cost of $750,000, was hauled out at the South beam and a 7-foot drag.
ination to conceive ideas and a was used to some extent but lt
SHOW TIMES
Railway yesterday, where she will probably undergo repairs and finishing touches for a prospective owner.
constructive mind to develop those was not until early ln the Wth
Single Evening Show at 8.00
century
that
cement
was
again
Tied up at the Hyde Windlass Co.’s dock In Bath the past 10 years, she shows the ravages of the
When Don Clark opened the Ideas, his building has not fol
Mats.: Saturday 2.30; Sunday 3.00
weather and river ice showed plainly on her scraped and dirt-streaked hull. The once glist Maine Music Co., store this morn lowed any fixed pattern. He has used. In 1824 an Englishman by
ening varnish work of her houses was chipped and faded. Commenting upon her departure the Bati, Times ing he found water leaking down bu'lt everything from a dugout to the name of Joseph Aspdin dis
eventeen passed the driving |
TUES.-WED., OCT. 22-23
Its at the Spring street armory said: "Whether the 190-foot, twin screw, diesel yacht is to play a part in the United States’ national pre from above stairs. Much damage a skyscraper and frem a bone fish covered a method of making a
paredness program or is to be sold to foreign interests, as so many American-owned yachts have been the had been done to radios ln that hook to an airplane. However hydrollc cement, that Is a cement
BOB BURNS
■terday. Many were not so suc- last year, is not divulged by Iron Works' officials, who has stated merely they are having the Inspection made
UNA MERKEL
that would harden under vn’or,
Tlful.
in anticipation of the yacht being placed in commission.”
—-Photo by Bid Cullen. part of the store and clothing in since we are to discuss the manu while trying to produce a mortar
JERRY UOLONNA
the adjacent section of the B. L. facture of cement and its use we
in
Segal store was also wet. Tlie will confine ouselves to the type of that would stand the ravages of1
and Mrs. Fred Wilson re
Pleasant Valley Grange No. 274
A. C. Jones has moved from TaiWhile working on a Limreock only damage was from water and building in which it is used.
the sea 'n the foundations of light
“
Cornin
’
Round
The
turned to Crlehaven today after is planning to held its annual bot avenue to the Richard Bemis street barn yesterday afternoon
it was confined to certain sections
As stone is one of the most houses e'ong the English coast.
being guests of Mrs. Wilson's bazaar Friday, Nov. 1.
Mountain”
house, 23 Holmes street.
. Rudolph Bergren fell to the ground of the stores.
Aspdin made his cement from
abundant and easily procured
brmher. Raymond Andersen, Talbot
-------: breaking both arms. He was atAlso
Thames
River
clay
and
chalk
He
building
material
man
has
for
fMenue, the past week,
At the Lions Club luncheon Wed- tended at Knox Hospital by Dr
BORN
Field representatives of the Sur many hundreds of years built ground those two materials to
si!
_____
RALPH BELLAMY
Billings—At Rockland (Knox Hospi nesday. Mrs. Helen Hyde Carlson C. B. Popplestone.
plus Commodities Commission re stone structures. The Babylonians. gether, burned the powder Into
J. CARROL NAISII
Vinal Hardy of Hope, a fresh- tal I, Oct 17. to Mr and Mrs Ralph will be the speaker; her subject I
-------cently inspected the local field and Syrians, Egyptians, Greeks and clinkers and ground it again. When
ln
a daughter—Flavilla Mar
njftn at the University of Maine Billings,
“China.”
| Acting Fire Chief George W. have noti/ied Mayor E. R. Veazie Romans, having discovered the use mixed with water lt hardened into
garet.
was host to 'his parents, Mr. and
Carter—At Stonington. Oct. 10. to
“Queen Of The Mob”
-------Wheeler had fewer problems than that the project has their approval. of iron and bronze, built structures a blue gray stone resembling Ihat
and Mrs Herbert Carter, a daugh
Mrs. Herbert Hardy at the annual Mr.
From the story by J. Edgar
Richard Andersen, Fred Lacrosse, j usual during the recent absence of “Because of this fact," says the of cut stone that were both mas taken from quarries near Portlard.
ter—Charlotte Gwendolyn
Frpshman Parents' Day held in
Eaton -At Rockport. Oct 18. to Mr. O. Harmon and Clayton Stewart Chief Russell.
Hoover
Several incipient Mayor, “we entertain high hepes sive and beautiful. Time in those England, and because of that re
and Mrs Alphonso Eaton, a son—
Orono last Saturday.
of Headquarters Battery, 2d Bat- j blazes were handled without loss, that It will also receive the endorse periods was not Important, labor semblance hydraulic cement has
Janies Hutchins
THURS.-FRI.. OCT. 24-25
talion, 240th C. A., Fort McKinley, and about $100 damage resulted ment of regional headquarters in was abundant and cheap, most of been called Portland cement ever
4ll Knox County looks forward to
MARRIED
were home Saturday and Sunday. from yesterday morning's closet Philadelphia and National head the work being done by slaves, but since.
United Artists Present
Appleton's annual Harvest Home
Johnson - Tibbetts—At Rockland.
fire at the Broad street home of quarters In Washington."
The first large Job on which
The great maritime melodrama
In our period of civilization time
Oct.
20.
Valno
A.
Johnson
of
Thomadd this year it comes Oct. 31 with a*ton and Eleanor 8 Tibbetts of
W. H. Lamb, who has Summered James Flanagan.
of r igged Americans who sailed
has become an important factor Aspdln's cement was used was the
sapper served from 5 o’clock to 8. Rockland -by Rev J. Charles Mac 39 years in Rockland under the nom
The Courier-Gazette received a and laibor although still abundant Thames River tunnel in 1828
tlie seas in 1812.
Donald
There will be an entertainment fol
Miss Corbett, the city matron, call yesterday from one of its old- is no longer relatively cheap. As
Aspdin did his grinding with a
Chapin-Dailey—At Rockport, Oct de plume of “The Vanilla King,”
lowing the supper ar.d the custom 19. Charles Chapin and Miss Thelma leaves in a few days for Kentucky says children are calling at her time employes, Herbert A. Lothrop
“CAPTAIN CAUTION”
a natural result we have sought small pebble mill. This was a cast
Dsllev. both of Camden -by Rev F
ary auction of vegetables etc , will Ernest
from the novel by one of Maine’s
I'll be seeing you next season,” is office continually, pleading almost, He left Rockland 42 years ago, and and found means of saving time iron cylinder rotated horizontally
Smith.
complete the program. No Harvest
Nelson-Eaton—At Rockport. Oct. 18. his parting word.
most distinguished residents
(for mittens. Their hands are cold retired two years ago after being in and labor costs. One of those on rolls and loaded with flint peb
Ralph E Nelson of Camden and Miss
Home would be complete without Arabel
_____
| and blue these mornings. Quilts the employ of the Harvard Univer means is the substitution of cast bles for grinding medea. He put
KENNETH ROBERTS
C Eaton of Rockport—by Rev
Itff sale of fancy work, aprons, C. Vaughn Overman
sity printing department for three stone for cut stone. As an example in a batch of material and rotated
featuring
The
advisory
meeting
for
the
|
anc
*
blankets
are
badly
needed
and
—At 8tonlngton. Oct
home made candies, etc. All Knox 15 Nnow-Khrphard
Articles decades. When he began his print consider how long lt would have the mill until the pebbles had
Bertrand E Snow and Madelyn L. local girls' project will meet on children's underclothing.
Victor Mature
Leo CarrIUo
COttnty is Invited.
Shephard, both of Stonington—by Thursday at 3 p. m„ ln the project | may
s**11 10 ^er °®ce °n Spring ing career Mr Lothrop was on the taken to build Boulder Dam with ground It to a powder, then
Bruce Cabot
Louise Platt
Rev. Ft. L. R. Pollquln.
room of the Community Building street, or telephone between 9 and payroll of the Rockland Tribune cut stone. Even with our ability dumped the load and screened out
El Brendel
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son for
(successor to the Free Press) and to harness mechanical energy It
Charles Perkins, district supervisor, 10 and 1 and 2 p. m.,—663-W.
(Continued on Page Five)
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Furs; Burdells Dress Shop for
when the Tribune was merged with would have taken five or six times
Roach—At Rockland, Oct. 19. Lena will speak on N. Y. A. work. Mrs.
Dresses Complete stocks always T Roach, aged 54 years, 5 months. Lydia Berry. Student Aid director
Representative W. Mayo Payson The Courier-Gazette he came to this as long as lt did to build it with
days
on hand. New merchandise coming 24 Long
—At Thomaston. Oct 20. Roger for Maine, is also expected. Tea announced Sunday night that he office. His home is in Melrose, but concrete or cast stone.
Jn every day at moderate prices. Moran Long, son of Mr and Mrs at Copper Kettle.
had sent letters releasing colleagues at the present time, with Mrs. Loth
In all probability the best way
Long, aged 13 years. 1 month.
See them today. Odd Fellows Block, Walter
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w
who had pledged him support for rop (also a former Courier-Oazette to produce cast stone would be to
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Payson, Portland or Mrs. J. D. Thurston in Union moulds of the shapes and sizes to
Carter—At Bremen. O-t. 19. Norman Post are journeying to Togus to resentatives.
NOTICE
A Carter, aged 54 years. 9 months. 1 night where they will give an enter corporation counsel, said that Rep At Mrs. Thurston's home last night
suit our needs and convenience,
Boird of Registration
day Funeral Wednesday at 2 o'clock
FULLER
tainment in the theatre of the Vet resentative ^eorge E. Varney of , the Lothrops were guests of honor at but that Is economically impossible.
The Board of Registration of the City at Bremen. Long Island schoolhouse
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pre-Halloween
part)given
by
Miss
Toner—At Camden. Oct 19 Maude erans' Administration Facilities. Dr. Berwick,
only other announced
of Rockland. Maine, will be In session
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wile
ot
Edmund
Porter,
aged
62
Ann French, prior to their depar
at their room In the City Building.
Funeral Tuesday at 2 o'clock Leigh will open his bag of tricks candidate for the post, apparently
not have to count the cost. What
Friday. Saturday. Mondav. Tuesday. years
has enough support to assure him ture fcr heme.
Wednesday and Thursday. Oct 25 . 26. from Oood funeral home.
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famous
we have done to copy Nature’s
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At
Bangor
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20.
28. 29. 30 and 31. A D 1940. from nine
self the speakership. Payson said
methods to seme extent in laying
o'clock In the forenoon to one o clock Oladys C , wife of John J. Fitzgerald box escape; Harold Bates will tickle
New low price on American Boy
The brush that brings lustrous
In the afternoon, and from three to cf Lincolnville, aged 31 years Funeral the Ivories, and Crockett and Wing he would wait until after contact
down redimentary rock formations.
five o’clock In the afternoon, and from Wednesday at 2 o'clock from Good will do their banjo and guitar ing legislators at the special session effective Oct. 20; 1 yr. $1.00; 3 yr.
funeral
home
In
Camden
We
have
taken
stone
composed
of
beauty to the hair. There is
aeven to nine o'clock ln the afternoon
Drake—At Camden. Oct 21. Miss stunts. Members of the Post who this week before deciding whether $2. Makes splendid Christmas gift
(standard time!, to receive evidence
known stable compounds, and
’<ni«Rng the qualifications of voters Grace Drake Funeral Wednesday at are planning to make the trip he will seek the post of floor leader. for boys. Gift card included; also
no more welcome gift.
o'clock from 19 Megunticook street
In t<kl city, and to verify the correct 2Interment
other magazine subscriptions taken. changed those stable compounds
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at
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unstable
com

Coburn—At Warren Oct 19 Charles
Sherwood E. Frost; Tel. 1181-J.—
tions for Absent Voting Ballots or Scott
Delivered in Gift Boxes
Coburn, aged 87 years. 6 months, this afternoon, leaving at 6 o'clock.
pounds which, under proper con
Physical Incapacity Ballots wilt be
adv.
15
days.
Private
funeral
from
home.
app£bed after five oclock ln the Tuesday at 2 o'clock. Burial ln New- The show ln Togus starts at 7.
ditions ar.d control, will again turn
aftrepoon of Monday, Nov. 4. 1940 combe cemetery.
reedy for presentation
into stable compounds ln the
when this session closes
Per order of the Board of ReglstraA glittering display of original
shapes and sizes we need.
IN MEMORIAM
'onil
tlon
jewelry designs was the highlight
That Is what the manufacture
By FRANK W FULLER.
SPECIAL AT
In loving memory of WUliam Davla.
Chairman. Jr., who went away Oct. 23. 1939.
of Monday s assembly of Arts and
of cement amounts to. We take
127-128 "You cannot say. you must not say
Crafts members at the studio of
raw material composed of the
That he Is dead. He la Just away!
127-128
Intricate
oxides of calcium, silicon, alumina
With a cheery smile, and a wave of Mrs. Flora Merchant.
the hand
patterns, gorgeous colors and crea
and ffon. change them into trical
He has wandered Into an unknown tive art at Its best were the products
cium silicate, dlcalcium silicate,
land.
And left us dreaming how very fair exhibited by Miss Hope Oreenhalgh
tracalcium aluminate and tetra
It needs must be. since he lingers
and a fascinating exhibit it proved !
H. E. MESSER ESTATE
calcium elummum ferrite, which,
there.”
to be. The meeting next week will
when mixed with water, will again
Mr and Mrs. W F Davis and family
UNION. ME.
Union.
be at the home of Mrs. E. W.
turn to stable oxides In the shape
Prompt service end delivery
Peaslee and members are asked to
Must sell Seven-Room House,
of stone castings, large or small as
CARD OF THANKS
through
your Fuller Brush Dealer.
I extend my sincere appreciation to take needles fopr hooking and ma
we wish.
attractive location. Two acres
all who have ao generously, and In terials for working on the rug
The use of cement as mortar Is
many Instance, ao repeatedly, re
land bordering Seven Tree Pond.
membered me with lovely gifts, good- which is the current ensemble
not new but the use of cement
lea. plant- and flowers the neighbor project.
for the production of cast stone is
hood bisket. the many cards. and
, Inquire
7.30 o’clock
every expreaalon of kindness theae past
a comparatively recent develop- j
months I also appreciate the many
Rummage sale American Legion
mer.t. Archeologists have discov- ,
ADMISSION 25 CENTS
, ways ln which my birthday annlverMESSER
’
S
GARAGE
93 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 431-W
! sary was so grandly observed last I hall, Saturday Oct. 28 at 9.30,
ered traces of cement morter in j
124Ttf
123-125-127
Thur-day. my Browne Club sunshine
UNION.
ME.
the ruins of Babylonian temples
I basket which continues to brighten auspices American Legion Auxiliary,
127*129
each diy. and the gorgeous M B4CO. —adv
127-129

WALDO THEATRE

•Ji.

Christmas
that Women Treasure

BRISTLECOMB

ELKS CLUB
Halloween Dance
Wednesday, Oct. 30

A

BEANO

z TONIGHT

LEGION HALL

F. L. CLARK, Local Dealer

They’re in tune with

DANCING

whistling

Every Wed.
AT

BINGO
SPEAR HALL, TUESDAY NITE 7.30
Free Chicken Dinner
Merchandise Value $2.00
Extra Prize, Bedspread
12T

GLEN
COVE
Music By

the ones you’re

’ Perry bouquet which I am still en
joying. A big “thank you" to all.
Mrs Mildred Oxton Crie

WANT OIL HEAT...
FOR LESS

M.W»88CC<|>W*

HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES
□ ■Hr-

MONEY?

97Ttt
Es®

Sfev F

<BURPEE’S
^FUNERAL HOME

• ••

TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-11
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST. TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
98-tf

FLOWERS FOR
HALLOWEEN

May we help with your
party decorations?
Large Mums at
$5 a dozen.
Pompons at $1.25 a bunch.’
Such attractive arrange
ments can be made of fall
flowers, bittersweet, gourds,
etc.

You will find a fine as
sortment at—

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP

371 MAIN STREET

fefe-yTl—■rf i
W ■'
1 &■..
3s®: ■!"

I

Ambulance Service

Ambulance Service

»

i

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 318-W
•
127-128

<

*’4O

m-ntn
$ 59.5o

AVE you been promising
yourself the wonderful
comfort of clean, cheap, con
venient adjustable oil heat?

Then don't miss thia sensa
tional oil heater value!
The big, new. 1940 Duo-Therm
will flood your home with heat
the coldest day of the year—

“The WRECK of the STEAMER PORTLAND”

Black Joe ”
Now the “Man with the Mous
tache” takes tho place of the
"Man with the Mandolin" and

I

here are the style hits of Fail In
Shirts. Ties, Hcse and Hankies to
replace the ones you’re wearing.
4
Hit it, professor . . . the boys
In the band are ready.

rvvosu-

HERE’S THE YEAR’S BEST BUY
IN FUEL OIL HEATERS!

H

The hits the boys wrre hum
ming and wearing at the lake
this Summer are as dead as “Old

READ

yet you can turn it down to
get just enough heat to take
the chill off. And its patented
bias baffle burner always burns
cleanly— gives more heat from
every drop of cheap fuel oil I
Here's an extra fine heater at
an extra low price! See it to
day! EASY TERMS.

MRIN $T HflRDUJHRES
/ tf o PAINTS • STOVES • KITCHENWARE
;l1A "FOAWALY
VrG ;
\£>f • 441 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND Vb0/

FALL SHIRTS
$1.00 to $2.50
FALL NECKWEAR
55c to $3.00

FALL HOSIERY
35c to $2.C0

SPECIAL
Five dozen regular

$3.00 HATS
$1.95
in brown, green, teal, blue and
gray

GREGORY’S
TEL. 294
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

Running Saturdays in—

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
A radically different and an intensely interesting story of New England's greatest
marine disaster, written by Dr. Thomas H. Eames

Appears Saturdays as a part of

“STEAMBOAT DAYS”

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, October 22,1940
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Every-Other-Dav v'

Thomaston;
Ladles Aid and
Neighborly Club; besides individual
pieces.
She is survived by two brothers
Nelson W. Fogerty of Cushing and
ALENA
L.
STARRETT
MRS. LOUISE MILLER
Frank R. Fogerty of Galt, Ont„ a
Correspondent
Correspondent
nephew Charles Fogerty of Oalt,
A A A A
ZX Z\ z\ zs
Ont.. and a niece, Miss (Tiara Fog
erty graduate nurse of Deaconess
Tel 40
Tel. 27
Hospital, Boston
and several
cousins;
also
an
aged
uncle, Oscar
Mrs.
Ella
Cunningham
will
be
Rev. and Mrs. Harold Nutter at
Wallace of Maiden. Mass., who ln
chairman of the dinner committee
tended the reception given Thurs
a few days will observe his
Wednesday at the E. A. Starrett
day night to Rev. and Mrs. Byrd
96th
birthday.
Auxiliary.
Members
not
solicited
Springer at Tenant's Harbor.
The bearers were Fred Kelleran.
, will furnish sweets.
Mrs. Lester Burns of Back Cove
living Fales, Albert Orff and Clar
Rep Elbert Starrett went Mon Lash-Fales
has been recent guests of her sis
ence Wales. Interment was In
A
quiet
wedding
of
much
Interest
day to Augusta to attend the
ter. Mrs. Thelma Benner.
took place in Newcastle Oct. 13 Norton cemetery.
special legislative session.
Miss Hazel Wellman was hostess
Supper committee at the Friday when Miss Barbara Elizabeth 4-H Club Notes
Thursday to the Top Notch Sew
meeting of Crescent Temple. P. S., Fales. only daughter of Mr. and
ing Club. Mrs. Elmer Wincapaw
Nine members of the Boys' Club
will be Mrs. Gertrude Weaver and Mrs. Irving Fales of Cushing, be were taken to the County Contest
will entertain the club this week.
came the bride of Winfield Chester in Waldoboro by Rev. H W. Van
Mrs. Mary Reynolds.
Arthur Fitzgerald was in Water
Mrs. Leonard Cousins has re Lash, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Deman, leader, and Kendall Orff,
ville Saturday. He was accom
turned home from the Central Lash of Friendship.
assistant leader. They were recog
panied home hy Mrs. Fitzgerald
The ceremony was performed by nized for completing their projects
Maine General Hospital in Lewisand Mrs. A. D. Gray who had been
’ ton. where she was a surgical pa- Rev. Cecil Witham pastor of the 100 percent, received their charter
attending the annual meeting of
Congregational Church, the double and first seal of achievement, this
' tlent.
the Maine Congress of Parents and
The being their first year of organiza
The first snow storm of the sea- ring service being used.
Teachers in that city.
1 son was reported Friday night, couple were attended by Miss tion; and also membership pins.
Schools will close Wednesday
' several snow squalls being noted Eleanor Lash, sister of the groom,
Because these lads are good
for the remainder of the week in
during that evening.
Saturday and Hadley Miller of Friendship. farmers they received high awards
order that the teachers may at
Mrs. Lash is a graduate of at the Union, Windsor and Lewis
morning. Mt. Pleasant, and other
tend the annual Teacher's Conhills were noted as snow covered. Thomaston High School, class of ton Fairs and their prize money
venion in Portland.
A snow storm is rated a snow 1938, president of the Neighborly totaled $13.20. Two new members
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Robertson
storm If a cat can be tracked in It Club, lieutenant of Robin Troop are enrolled for the coming year.
spent the weekend in Boston. They [
Girl Scouts and an active mem
according to the older citizens.
Richard Fales, the only senior
were accofnpanied home by Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Jordan of ber of the Ladies Aid. and was member, finished with first honors,
E. B. Robertson who has been
Medfield, Mass, were overnight the census enumerator for Cush having a dairy calf as project.
visiting there.
guests Sunday at the home of Mrs ing and several islands. The bride
Among the Junior members, Lauri
Capt. and Mrs. Benjamin RidAlice Cook, and left Monday for ls endowed with a pleasing per Neiml and Douglas Crute won first
lon of Saco were weekend guests
a visit with friends in North sonality which endears her to her honors; and the other members
of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Benner.
associates and she has many second honors.
Haven.
Capt. Rldlon is stationed at Fort
friends who unite in wishing the
Mr.
and
Mrs
Cornelius
Over

Williams.
lock motored Sunday to Stetson young couple a happy married life. WEST ROCKPORT
Miss Eleanor Miller, a student
Mr. Lash has employment in
where they were guests of Mr. and
at Lasell Junior College in Au- I
Mrs. Charles Lunden has been
Mrs William Lawrence. They were Friendship, but for the present,
bumdale, Mass., spent the week
vacationing from her duties in
they
will
make
their
Home
with
accompanied
by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Phil

end with her parents. Mr. and I
the office of Perry's Park St mar
The dress pictured is called “Romantic
Z
lip Simmons and Mrs Fred the brides parents. She assists
Mrs. E. G. Miller.
her father in the store, and also ket in Rockland. A few days were
Coat” with the heart shaped pocket
q
Mathews.
Mr. and Mrs* Henry Mason re
conveys several pupils to Thomas spent visiting relatives ln Massa
Mrs. Ella Caler has been ill.
turned Sunday from a two weeks
over pocket idea. Sizes 14 to 42.
n
chusetts in company with Mr.
Miss Mina Woodcock of Cush ton High School from this place.
motor trip to Virginia.
Lunden.
ing. visited Mrs. Ella Caler Sun Miss Cora E. Fogerty
Many Other Styles at $1.00 and $1.98
Mr. and Mrs. James Waltz visi
Miss Margaret Allen recently en.
day.
ted Saturday in Portland.
tertained
several
young
friends
at
Sorrow came to this community
Herman Kelleran of Cushing
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Hemingway,
the painters camp in Nobleboro
spent Sunday at the home of Mr. with the news of the death of
daughter. Nancy and son. Stuart
Cora E. Fogerty. She had not for a day. The party also attendand
Mrs.
Newell
Eugley.
have closed their Summer home
John Phelps' trained pi; has just jumped through a hoop and is reOfficers of the Baptist Young been well for a long time, but was
here and returned to Syracuse ceiving its reward.
—Photo by Sid Cullen
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The Mission Circle met Thurs Write "A. B" care Courier-Gazette
She was bom in this town. Dec
nt throat, found for owner or anyone
Robert Wyllie and Alfred Wilson,
ing the week in New York. They porter heard two or three "oinks whom he sleeps each night.
14. 1870 only daughte? of Charles day afternoon with Mrs. Mary ________________________________127*129 I wh" will give It good home TEL 790
from
behind
the
woodshed
and
out
Most
of
the
children
ln
the
neighwith
Miss
Virginia
Wyllie,
accornwill attend the World’s Fair.
128 128
GOOD-paylng Watkins Route with I
A. and Harphylae (Wallace) Fog Priest.
established customer-,
850.000 Prize
Stanley I. Bailey who has been trotted Reuben, 12 inches long, borhcod make a pilgrimage each day panlst. The banquet, followed by
Mrs. J. F. Heal spent Thursday Contest
erty. About 25 years of her life
makes this opening attractive |
nine
pounds
in
weight
and
about
I
to
see
if
Reuben
has
grown,
and
in
games,
was
in
charge
of
Misses
visiting his mother, Mrs. I, P.
was spent in Thomaston where she at the home of her daughter. Mrs. No Investment Write MR ROLAND.
231 Johnson Ave . Newark. N. J 127*128
Bailey returned Sunday to Phila five inches in height and just five hopes he has learned a new trick or Virginia Wyllie. Ella Simmons and held the position of housekeeper Charles Rhodes in Rockport.
weeks
old.
two
to
perform
for
them.
The
last
,
Irene
Simmons,
delphia. Mrs. Stanley Bailey, who
FINANCIAL-adJustment company has
Mrs.
Henry
Keller
and
daugh

UPRIOHT piano and stool for Ale.
He came straight toward
few days they have been bringing
Seventy visited the new Junior in different homes and in that
Immediate opening for man In this 812 rush If taken thia week
accompanied Mr. Bailey here will
EMILY
ters
Dorothy
and
Arlene
left
this
capacity
she
excelled.
territory.
Must have car and be free STEWART._85_Wlllow SL______ 1J7-129
.■ -hcolmates from ether parts of the high school building Saturday,
remain until Wednesday as guest master and set up like a bts
to
cover
smaller
towns
850
wetkly
morning
for
Milton.
Mass.,
where
By her cordial manner, high
city with them, to watch with bulg- These hostesses acted as guides:
guaranteed to mao qualifying Write
NEW milch cow for sale. ALVIN
of her mother, Mrs. Maude C. Gay dog. A few more "oinks" and
127*129
the porker goes through Miss Evelyn Sawyer, Mrs. Ethel Christian character and devotbn they will visit Mr. and Mrs. Jesse giving full particulars. BOX 1148 JASTTNEN East Warren.
The first meeting of the season dish of milk he was begging for jng €yes
Cleveh
~
'
125*127 —WOOD
«
For the next his paces. Many adults have also Griffin. Mrs. Inez Mathews, Mrs. to the Methodist church being a Keller for the remainder of the
and kindling for tale. Tel.
fc
was
nthcoming.
of the Woman's Club will be held
week.
123*127
POSITION wanted doing housework, 432-J. HOWARD PROCTOR
few m:inutes it was questionable been ln Reuben's audience.
Roland Starrett. Mrs. Arthur Star teacher in tlie Sunday School for
Oct. 30, at the Community Garden
for children or waitress
38
DRY slab wood for sale 4 ft length,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Woodcock caring
many
years,
she
had
many
friends
vas sw imming in the
whet]
r
he
u
WATER
ST
____________________
123*127
rett. Mrs. Ralph Robinson. Mrs.
tw . cord lots 87. fitted 85 a cord Dry
Club House. Mrs. Eva Mason,
of Thomaston were guests Sunday
■ drink ing It, but, the level
stove wood 810 a cord; cord wood 87 50
Frank Rowe. Mrs. Augusta Moon. there who will mourn her lose as of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Thorndike.
OIRL wanted for housework. 2 in delivered oromotly ROBERT BBANCY
preaident of the Maine Federation milk
NOBLEBORO
well
as
the
home
friends.
bowl
lowered
le milk in the
famllv MRS EATON. 435 Old County Liberty. Tel Washington 12-23 1 38*128
of Women's Clubs will be the guest j of tlly,
Public Cooking School (Electric) Mrs. Leland Philbrook. Mrs. Leroy
Mrs. Margaret Andrews and son Rd, TEL 645 J
125*127
Nearly two years ago upon the
soon Reuben was
rapid
___
I ■
STOVE and other household furNorwood. Mrs. PhlUip Simmons.
of honor. Luncheon will be served
at
Star
Theatre,
Waldoboro.
Oct.
Walter were recent guests of her
death
of
his
wife,
she
became
irther activity as he
PURNTTORE
wanted
to
upholster.
! ntshlngs for sale at 60 WILLOW ST
read)
Mrs. Leland Peabody. Mrs. Iltia
at 1 o'clock.
rsl'ed
for
and
delivered
T
J
FLEM126-128
22,
Oct.
29
and
Nov.
5
at
2
30
p.
parents
ln
Walpole.
house
keeper
for
her
brother.
Nel

itandini
g
on
his
hind
slgnl: d by £
ING 19 Birch St . Tel 212-W 119*124-tf I "---------- ------------------------Russell. Mrs. Dana Smith Sr, Miss
Miss Joyce Porter ls visitini
COAL or wood living room stove
wi th hts fore fee?t on his own- m. Admission free. All food given Frances Spear, and Mrs. Chester son Fogerty. Hers was a well filled
relatives ln Staffordville, Conn.
FINANCIAL-adJustment company has for rale. Glenwood base heater No 6:
away. Everybody welcome. Miss
,e§ , asking to b(► taken up.
Immediate opening for man In thia good condition; excellent buy for 825.
Wyllie. The building, complete life, taking part in many activi LINCOLNVILLE
Benjamin Glidden of Melrose j
O B ORCffTT.
territory.
Must have car and be free cash
„ _ i,no other- terms)
ties.
As
a
nurse
she
had
much
Mr Phelp«> prod uced a hoop . June Freeman, demonstrator.
________ 126-128
to cover smaller towns
850 weekly ?? Cedar 8t, City
and Harold Glidden of Woburn
124-133 except for heat, contains two large experience, tenderiy caring for both Mrs. Gladys C. Fitzgerald
abGu ♦ eight inches in diameter
guaranteed
to
man
qualifying
Write
class rooms, two coat rooms, and
SMALL farm for sale. 10 room house.
Mrs. Gladys C. Fitzgerald, 31. wffe
Mass., are visiting their father hold] ng
vlng full particulars
BOX 1148 BOO!l eeP*1*- carriage and hen house.
father and mother through long
; it in front of the pig. said
Ernest A. Glidden.
eveland. Ohio
We make or mar life’s fleeting day a teacher's room on the first floor Illness, i Iso caring for others in of John J. Fitzgerald, died Sunday
125*127 On RF'D
O B WALTER. W«)dore Reuben, jump'' and Rt
— boro. Tel 884
136*128
M. C. Bragdon of South Port Jumped through the hoop, turned By the things we think and do and tn addition to a wide corridor time of need Her sterling charac morning at the Bangor Osteopathic
j through the center. Water is fur
GOOD fish boat for sale, without
Hospital
following
a
brief
illness.
land, from the State Department and waited for Mr. Phelps to hold
say.
ter. cheerful and sympathetic dis
j engine 27 x6'. cheap. OUY SIMPSON.
of Audit is auditing the town book
hoop
Crlehaven
125*127
and then made Kind words, pure thoughts, good nished by a spring several hundred position endeared her to all her She was bom in Lincolnville, daugh
feet
above
the
building
ter
of
William,
Sr.
and
Frances
for 1939.
COTTAGE for sale at Jefferson Lake.
the return trip via the same route, j
deeds, f’instance
associates
and
„f
her
It
can
be
FURNISHED
or
unfurnished
house
Ivy Chapter. O.ES.. was inspect
(Collemer) Clayter.
furnished or unfurnished. Boat and
The last seen of Reuben, he was Always make life more than a
to let; 6 rooms and a bath fur
motor. Artesian well. (HUled
ed Friday at a stated meeting by truly said "None knew her bv‘ to
Besides her husband and parents, nace garage Oil In kitchen range; |I outboard
Public Cooking School (Electric) following his master to the store
last Summer TEL 424-W at 114‘Rta*
mere existence.
love
her,
tone
knew
her
but
to
all modem conveniences
Inquire at ant St . City__________________ lfe-128
Eleanor
Gregory,
of
Marguerite
she
leaves
three
sisters,
Mrs.
Aug

at Star Theatre, Waldoboro, Oct.
96 SOUTH MAIN STREET, Rockland.
Chapter, of Vinalhaven, who is praise.” She had been a loyal ust Kobs of Camden, Mrs. Norman Maine
127*129 I BIO canned goods sale first two
22, Oct. 29 and Nov. 5 at 2.30 p.
member
of
the
Methodist
Church
weeks of November at I O A SlYJRE.
district deputy grand matron for
Bickford of Flushing, N. Y, and
m. Admission free. All food given
Thomaston Watch for It.
126-128
apn
since
early
womanhood,
was
inter

district
12.
Other
Chapters
repre

to
let
MRS
KENNETH
Mrs.
Ruth
Wahlquist
of
Benning

MILLS.
5
away. Everybody welcome. Miss
HUB parlor stove for sale
Wood
ested In Its welfare, ever ready ton, Vt., and two brothers, William Masonic Street Place
127-129 burner
sented
as
guests
were
those
of
HENRY
JORDAN.
38
WarJune Freeman, demonstrator
and
willing
to
assist
in
its
promo

I«8
81
____
126-128
LIOHT houaekeeplng rooms to let
Thomaston. Rockland. Union, Dam
N. Clayter of .Lincolnville and John
124-133
completely
........................
furnished,
she
'heat, lights:
USED upright pianos for sale In
ariscotta, Waldoboro, Washington tion and other calls always re Clayter of Camden.
adults only
22 LINDSEY STREET perfect playing condition. Recondi
and Atlantic City, N. J. Among ceived the same kindly response.
Funeral services will be held Wed- , city______________________ 127-129 tioned. tuned and delivered. 825 up
UNION
She was a member of the W. C. nesday at 2 o'clock from the Good
HOUSE on Hill St to let Inquire E.sy terms MAINE MUSIC CO, Tel.
the distinguished guests was Emma
708
_ __ ______________ 1^£-129
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Collamore and
R. Bings, past grand chaplain of T. U. valued member of the Ladies' Funeral Home In Camden and ERNEST C. DAVIS. 294 Broadway
BUILDTNG for sale. 12x15 ftX^two
127-129
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Smith of
the Grand Chapter of New Jersey. Aid. vice president of the Neigh burial will be in the family lot In
FIVE-ROOM apartment and bath storm windows 2 ft . 4% ln.x4 14. 10
In two storm windows 2 ft 4U ln x
Rcckiand were guests Sunday of
to let at 117 Llmerock St Anply FRAN
1 The program included a group of borly Club and clerk of Norton Lincolnville.
CIS D ORNE. Tel 1024-W.
127-tf 4 ft. 6 In 65 NO. MAIN OT. flty
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Bryant.
1 readings by Miss Ida Stevens of Cemetery Association.
_______________
FOUR rooms, both, heated apart — Funeral services were held at the
Frank Roscoe of Rockland visi
■ Rockland.
80-ACRE farm for sale, two Yamllv
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
ment to let Funrnlshed If desired.
home and were largely attended.
house and two bartu. plenty of wood
ted friends here the psst week.
7
Elliot
St
TEL
THOMASTON
24
WHEREAS
Parker R 8tone. of
127-120 and lumber. 8 cords of fitted wood
Irvin Rich and family have I
Services were conducted by her North Haven, ln the County of Knox
and i eget-, hies Included. 2 good wells
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
and
State
of
Maine,
by
his
mortgage
FIVE
rooms,
single
house
to
let.
on on property, several apDle trqea. lo
pastor.
Rev.
H.
W.
Van
Deman
as

moved from the H. C. Messer house
deed .dated December 6. 1935. recorded Edwards St. lights, water toilet, fur cated 4-10 of a mile off stater-zoad
WORK WONDERS
sisted by Rev. J. L. Pinkerton of In the Knox Registry of Deeds, Book nace Inquire at 20 EDWARDS ST
to Alice Bobbins' house on the
Suitable for -poultry farm or SltMmer
241. Page 251. conveyed to the
127-129 home, priced for quick sale
Dresden Mills and Rev. Mr. Leach No
common.
Home Owners' Loan Corporation a
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
FOUR-room apt., and 3-room apt. MRS [DELLA V JOHANNISON?
of Thomaston who delivered the Corporation duly established under
Richard Austin lost control of I
Waldoboro Me
laws of the United States of to let at once. Apply R P. CONANT.
WHEREAS, Guy Sawyer of Vinal eulogy.
Many beautiful flowers the
his car recently at South Union
,
127-129
NICE Winter squash for sale.
haven. In the County of Knox and
America, having Its office and prin 434 Main St . City.
South Thomast,
when a tire blew out. He ran into j
State of Maine, by his mortgage deed were the messages of love from cipal place of business In Washing
SEVEN rooms for rent with bath, ("ROCKETT.
371
4 _
dated January 30. 1936. recorded In friends, among them being a love ton District of Columbia, the fol furnace and range, nice sun porch,
a tree, was thrown out and badly [
lowing described real estate, situated located 95 North Main cor Warren Sts
th' Knox Registry of Deeds. Book No.
30 FOOT motor boat for salt
Injured. He was taken to Portland j
241. Page 271. conveyed to the Home ly sprays from the WjC.T.U. of ln North iHaven. ln the County of For Information inquire at 11 O-sn'ie condition: '36 Plvmouth motor,i A-l
Knox and State ot Maine:
Owners' Loan Corporation, a Corpora
St
TEL. 745-R.
126-128 9 knots trunk cabin with clo
for treatment. Tlie car is a tota [
"A certain lot or parcel of land
tion duly established under the laws
Oood party or
SECOND floor. 5-room unfurnished deck house
wreck.
together with the buildings there
of the trnlted States of America, havNOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
apartment to let. comer Warren and boat. SIAIER GRO3S. Isle au
on. Beginning at an Iron bolt in
“Calling All Husbands" the new Warner laugh hit which opens Thurs- ing its office and principal place of
Dr. and Mrs. Eugene U. Ufford j day
WHEREAS. Judson L. McMahon and
Main Sta.; bath, hot water heat with
at the Park Theatre Ls a guide for mistreated males and plenty glu^a.^he^n^^deS?reM
a granite rock by land of Oeorge
Jennie C. McMahon, of Rockland In
oil burner
C. A HAMILTON, 29
of Auburndale. Mass., spent the
DRY hard fitted and Junk
F Lewis and F M Calderwood;
the County of Knox and Stat? ol
Chestnut St , Tel 986-J
126-128 sale. Call evenings LOFMAN'
of
fun
for
the
whole
family.
Left
to
right
are:
George
Reeves,
Lucile
estate,
situated
ln
Vlnalhaven.
ln
the
thence
running
southwesterly
by
weekend with his sisters, Mrs. Lila
Maine, by their mortgage deed dated
land of said Calderwood. two hun
Fairbanks. Florence Bates, Ernest Truex and George Tobias, who head County of Knox and State of Maine July 14. 1939. recorded in the Knox
APARTMENTS of 3 Or 4 rooms to let Te!. 257-3
Burrlll and Mrs. Ethel Griffin
dred twenty-four (224) feet or
with bath, heated, furnished or un
the cast. On Hie same program five acts of R. K. O. vaudeville. Special
b0UAn
Pond
SEVEN-room house for sale, ^tsech•
Registry of Deeds, Book No 261. Bag”
thereabouts to an Iron bolt In a
furnished: all newly done over. Oa woods street, also set of blsdShnlth
Bryan Clark who has been seri childrens matinee at 2 o'clock, 10c to all students.
31, conveyed to the Home Owners'
granite rock to private way;
—
Street,
so called; on the West by
rage.
Inquire
192
Llmerock
8t
Tel
tools.
Phone Thomaston. 15, DR.
Loan Corporation, a Corporation duty
ously 111 Is gaining slowly.
thence northerly by said private
land now owned by Mrs Maggie
628
126 128 ALLYNE PEABODY. BeechwooKs St..
established under the laws of the
way and land of F. H Smith, one
Blrmlne; on the South .by land
Mr. and Mrs. James Hemenway
Thomaston
123 128
United States of Amr.dca. naving its
UNFURNISHED apartment to let. 4
hundred (1001 feet or thereabouts
known as the John Carver Heirs
office and principal place of business
, rooms, bath and heater. Inquire 12
of Brockton, Mass., visited rela
t.EFIGH Valiev stove and
to a granite rock marked S :
; coal
property; on the East by land of
ln Washington. District of Columbia,
Knox St . TEL f56-W
125-130 I tor sale. 814.50; Pocahontas
thence northeasterly by land of
said Carver . Heirs.
r
tives in town the past week.
the following described leal estate,
said Smith, two hundred twentyAlso another lot of land which
apartment
t9
Jiard
wood.
api
situated In Rockland. In 'he County
Mrs. Laura Daniels visited Fri
four (224) feet or thereabouts to
Joins the foregoing on the South
to let. Private flush, Call at 577 CRES- J B. PAULSEN. Tel. Thomas'
of
Knox
and
State
of
Maine
:
a granite rock marked 8 by land
and ls known as the Charles Car
CENT ST
day and Saturday with Mre. Mabel
125-tf
A certain lot or parcel of land
of Oeorge F Lewis; thence south
ver lot. described as follows; Be
MclNTOSH apples, all grades and
with the buildings thereon, situ
UPPER flat to let. 10 Chestnut 8t..
Webb of Warren.
erly by land of said Lewis, one
ginning at stake and stones at the
prices for sale also new sweet cider.

WALDOBORO

CUSHING

"I HERE’S A TRAINED PIG

WARREN

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Orff of this
town and Mr. and Mrs. Almon
Burns of East Friendship returned
home last Tuesday from a threeday motor trip to Cape Cod. Mass.
Private Charles Curtis who is
stationed at Parris Island, S. C,
with the Marines, visited friends
here Saturday.
Dorothy Colburn of Rockland
who has been visiting her sister.
Mrs. Frederick Nord, returned
home Saturday.

SENTEIbCRANE'S

Newest Cotton Frocks

In Everybody’s Column LOST AND FOUND

WANTED

FOR SALE

S

TO LET

PARK, THURSDAY ONLY

WAY.***^
VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

‘Kill A

L
"l

Service to:

L

.

L < ^AixVir

Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle au Haul, Swan's
Island and Frenchboro
WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice.

1 AILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
D
A M
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island. Ar. 6.00
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3.30
8.30 Lv. Vlnalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1

• Fill your bin with 'blue

clean, trouble-free, money

coal’ and end your heating
worries. You’ll be sure of

saving heat in every room
all Winter long.

Phone «s today!
ROCKLAND FUEL CO.
Telephone 72
TUNE4N ON “THE SHADOW" EVERY SUNDAY AFTERNOON

ated at Rockland ln the County
water, electricity Apnly or write BOX
hundred twenty-five (1251 feet to
fence on the westerly line of said
of Knox and State ot Maine, and
129. RFD.. Rockland
125*127
first mentioned bound, containing
Arey's land; thence easterly sixtybounded
and
described
as
follows:
26.208 feet, be the same more or
nine (69i feet to stake and stones
APARTMENT of 3 rooms to let Fur
BEGINNING on the northwest
less.
to said Arey's eastern corner;
nlshed. Comfortable and clean TEL
corner of land formerly owned by
Reference ls hereby made to the
thence southerly forty-nine (49)
271-J.
125 127
Thomas Colson at stake and
following deeds Deed of Leon B.
! feet and six (6) Inches to stake
atones;
thence
southerly
by
said
FURNISHED apartment to let for
Stone, et. als.. to Parker R Stone,
and stones; thence westerly slxtylaud about eighty (80) feet to ■
Winter. 21 Talbot Ave. TEL 8-R.
dated October 30. 1935; deed of
aeven (67) feet to stake and stones:
Cobb's house lot to stake and
125 127
Justin Hopkins to Parker R Stone,
thence northerly seventy (70) feet
stones;
thence
westerly
by
said
dated
October
26,
1926;
deed
of
and six (6) inches to bound first
MODERN apartment. 5 rooms and
house lot about seventy-five (75)
Emma A. Stone, Guardian, to
mentioned, containing 4012 feet,
bath,
on
Pleasant
St
.
heated
avail I
feet to Veazle's house lot to stake
Parker R Stone, dated January 20.
more or less.
able around Nov. 1. Two apartments
and stones; thence northerly by
1927; deed of Clyde O. Ames, Guar
Being the same premises con
5
ij
luuiiis
rooms
and
Miiu
bath.
tjttbii,
Pleasant
neasauv
St.,
not
not i
said Veazle's lot about eighty (80)
dian. to Parker R Stone, dated
veyed to Guy Sawyer by deed of
heated Available Nov. 10 Rent reason- ,
feet to a road at stake and stones;
January 20. 192Y-, all recorded ln
Mary C. and H T Arey. dated
able
Apply
MEN
’
S
SHOP.
Main
St ,
thence easterly by said road about
the Knox County Registry of
February 26. 1925 and recorded In
comer Park. City.
125-130
seventy-five (75) fect to the first
Knox County Registry of Deeds,
Deeds.’’
KITCHENei i E apartment to let. almentioned bounds.
the condition ol said
Book 207. Page 68 "
WHEREAS
so four rooms with bath. 77 Park St..
WHEREAS, the condition of said Mortgage Is broken:
WHEREAS, the condition of said
TEL
330 or 1154.
121-tf
Mortgage
Is
broken:
Now, therefore, by reason ol the
Mortgage Is broken:
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition thereof, the
Now. therefore, by reason of the
ROOMS to let at 15 Grove St. Tel
breach of the condition thereof, the breach of the condition thereof, the said Home Owners' Loan Corporation, 579-W. MRS FLORA COLLIN8.
121 tf
said Home Owners' Loan Corporation said Home Owners' Loan Corporation, by Elisha W Pike, Its Attorney there
OFFICE to let, central location.
by Elisha W Pike, its attorney there by Elisha W. Pike, Its Attorney there unto duly authorized by Its power
118-tf
unto duly authorized by Its power of unto duly authorized by Its power of of attorney dated October 1, 1936. steam heated. TEL. 133.
attorney dated October 1, 1936 and attorney dated October 1, 1936, and and recorded ln the Knox County
THREE-room turnlshed apartment to
recorded
ln
the
Knox
County
Registry
recorded ln the Knox County Registry
Registry of Deeds. Book 249, Page 313. let. Apply at 12 WARREN ST., or 11
of Deeds. Book 249. Page 313, claims a of Deeds. Book 249. Page 313, claims claims a foreclosure
of" said
"
'
" mortgage' JAMES 8T.______________________ 116-tf
foreclosure of said mortgage and gives a foreclosure of said mortgage and and gives this notice for that pur
FURNISHED apartment of 3 rooms,
gives this notice for that purpose.
this notice for that purpose.
pose.
Dated thlB fourteenth day of Octo
Dated this nineteenth day of Octo
Dated this nineteenth day of Octo to let, suitable for couple; garage If
desired. C. A EMERY. Tel. 436-M
ber, A. D. 1940.
ber, A. D. 1940
ber. A. D 1940
116-tf
HOME OWNERS’ LOAN
HOME OWNERS LOAN
HOME OWNERS' LOAN
CORPORATION.
CORPORATION.
CORPORATION,
FURNISHED, heated room. 84; week.
By Ellshs W. Pike
By Elisha W Pike.
By Elisha W. Pike.
FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park St., Tel. 330
l
U4-T-130
,
127-T-133
127-T-133
118-tf

HI! IGREST HOMESTEAD. U S Rt 1.
South Warren.
120-tf
SIX-room house and garage for sale
on Camden SI Bath, lights, hot water
heat. Price 81800
Can be paid for
as rent. V F STUDLEY. Tel. 1154 or
3..0 283 Main 8t,_____________ ,118-tf
Hard wood per foot, fitted, 8150;
Sswed. 81 4(1. long, 61 30 M. B. ft’C. O.
PERRY. Tel 487_______________ 118-tf
Dca & H hard coal. egg. .Lstove,
— li nut\.
t2!’i I?.1;,co»i
88 per ton, del Nut size New River soft,
not screened 89 ton del.; screened, 810
ton del. M. B. & C. O. PERRY. £19
Main St.. Tel 487
118-tf

MISCELLANEOUS
YARNS for rugs and hand knitting
8amples and knitting directions free.
H. A. BARTLfc-rr, Harmony, He

1
MEN. Womdn! Want Vim? Stimu
lants, tonics ln Ostrex tablets pep up
bodies lacking vitamin B-l, Iron. Cal
cium. Phosphorus. Get 35c size Ostrex
todny First package satisfies or mak
er refunds low price. Call, write C..
H MOOR & CO , and all other good

drug stores,

‘ 118*13$:

Every-Other-DaV
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f VINALHAVEN

STORY OF CEMENT INDUSTRY

• WORKING FOR WILLKIE

AMERICA’S NATIONAL DRINK

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

II. M. Crockett Appeals to
(Continued from Page Three)
i -onveyid to a hammer mill which
Parents On the Third Term
the powder, which he then made 1 pounds it into small sized crushed
Issue
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M„ over Stations WNAC, Boston;
MRS OSCAR O. VANE
into wet cakes. These cakes were rock, the largest particles an Jnch
Correspondent
WTAG.
Worcester;
WCSH,
Portland;
WICC,
Bridgeport;
WTIC,
Hart

Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
placed in a vertical stone kiln and , and a quarter in size, with about
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.
I am deeply interested in the
fired until burned to a clinker, go percent fine dust. When the
election of Wendell Willkie as our
Monarda Council of Pocohontas which was again ground in the
hammer mill is through with it, It
next President. I am doing con
will hold a rehearsal of the work pebble mill.
Most women, from a fairly early .Pear Grange Jam
siderable Individual work to help
Nov/ 5. All chiefs are requested
The process was a crude batch goes over belt conveyers to a 10,age
to
ripe
old
age
are
trying
to
j Cue dozen pears. 3 cups sugar, 3
elect him. Will you kindly print
to
present.
method, with a slow rate of pro- OCO ton stone storage. In this
please some man. husband, son, oranges, cut in very thin slices.
the following and oblige:
FatOtings in water colors in the duction. No improvements were building it is stored and removed
father or boy friend. (The ones
Pare' ql‘ar„ter and thin’y slice the An Appeal To Fathers and Mothers
wincjows of A. B. Vinal’s store made until late in the century, J as needed by an 8-ton bridge crane
pearp.
Add sugar and oranges,
May I suggest to the fathers and
with
the
result
that
as
an
industry
a
three
cubic
yard
bucket
'
bv Anon
oi Cleveland.
vieveiano.
done-by
Alton Arey of
who haven’t that responsibility are May use skin
oranges but dis.
mothers of this country to think
OhiO, are attracting much atten- it showed little progress. The
(To be concluded)
saved some grief but miss a lot of card seeds. Let stand half an hour, over very seriously this matter cf
French and Germans using the
tionf.
fun, too). So. occasionally we like Simmer half an hour and pour into the third term issue, ln the coming
M$?,' and Mrs * Carrell Gregory same precess made a superior pro- ll/’aL
P U*
to deal here with the foods men sma" sterilized glasses,
election, before casting their vote,
duct,
but
it
remained
for
two
other
TV
itll
vllF
DOlulCrS
wero weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
I cannot believe they will want to
enjoy
most
even
though,
as
you've
Raisin
Cider
Sauce
Englishmen
to
make
improvements
Prank Hallowell at Boothbay Har
probably observed, seme of them
One-fourth cup brown sugar. break down a tradition of W?shin proceoure. One
—.... in
... 1854 ...ln- (
bor. ■
How They Are Faring At
are a lot of work to prepare, some flrmly packed, 114 tablespoons corn- Digtcn and Jefferson, and leave to
vented the continuous ball mill
Mft Minnie Smith ls a patient that fed and discharged continu
of them are ‘'smelly' to cook. But starch. % teaspoon salt, 1 cup fresh tllelr sons and daughters a prece
Ft.
McKinley
As
Told
By
at Kncx Hospital. Her daughters ously. and ln 1884 the other In
we can tell you a neat new spray or bottled elder, H cup raisins, dent, which later might be used by
Our Staff Correspondent
Mrs Basil Webster and Mrs. Mau vented the rotary kiln that made
that banishes the odor of cabbage halved, 8 whole cloves, 1 2-inch some unscrupulous President, who
rice Brcwn and Miss Constance burning also continuous.
or of fish or onions frying and after stick cinnamon. 1 tablespoon but is very popular with the masses,
Fort McKinley, Oct. 19
Wi ttier were in Rockland Satur
to usurp our Democratic way of
all, you do care more about your ter.
At this stage the industry really
Several of the boys attended the
day -to visit her.
husband’s pleasure, than about the
put on long pants and started to football game ln Brunswick Satur
Combine brown sugar, cornstarch life, and set himself up as a Dic
C., 8 Roberts of Rockland was grow into the mass production day. Lieut Col. Kern went fishing
living room curtains, don’t you?
and salt ln a saucepan, stirring in tator. All the liberties for which
weekend guest at Rock-a-Way Inn industry that it is today.
Men certainly do go for a nice j remaining Ingredients except but- our forebears fought and died
i
that day and caught quite a few,
Mij, Florence Lawson returned
Juicy cut of corned beef with mus- ter. Cook and stir these ingredi wculd be lost—we hope only for a
The first plant built In this throwing the smallest away. The
Saturday from Bangor where she country was at Copley, Penn., ln boys at the camp played football,
tard or horseradish sauce, boiled j ents for 10 minutes then add the |tlme- but perhaps forever,
attended Rebtkah Assembly.
H. M Crockett,
potatoes and cabbage. Watch them I butter and remove the spices. Serve
1872. but due to the prejudice for although the mercury stood about
Mirand Mrs. Ernest Clayter have foreign cements growth was slow 30 above.
order It ln restaurants. They cer the sauce very hot with hot or cold 51 West End avenue.
retturned from Fairfield where, they until after the turn of the eenWollaston, Mass.
tainly like French-fried onion rings sliced Morrell ham or Morrell ham
We try to check on all the trucks
visltwd their son Ernest.
with steak even if the steak is ham- sandwiches.
tury. From 1900 to 1930 the ln- but find It quite a Job to keep up
Mrs? Henry Anderson and son dustry progressed tremendously; ln with them. A small crowd was in
burg. They’ll take pan-fried onions,
7th year pin. The Girls Club re
MENU
wentSaturday to Worcester. Mass. fact ,t reaUy oulgrew
c,olhes Camp Sunday; only a few visitors
of course, or you can buy really
ceived $6 50 for Fair exhibits, and
Breakfast
Kenneth Calderwood has employ During the 1920's plants were built were present.
the Boys Club, $6 30 Miss Frances
good French fried onions now ln
Chilled Tetley Concentrated
mentin Palo Alto. Qalif.
Cook, senior, and Miss Virginia
vacuum-packed cans.
Reheated,
The boys are looking forward to
faster than their production could
Orange Juice
Go^ti Skoog ls In New Bed.ord. be consumed. The automobile had the bowling match between Corp
they are wisps of crisp goodness
Thibodeau, junior, received first
Prepared Cereal
Inspectors
scrutinize
the
endless
procession
of
bottles
in
one
i and not greasy and smelly as you'd
honors in cooking and sewing.
created a demand for improved Lawry and Capt. Hewett for the
Broiled Sausages
Th® Antique Club met Monday roads and bridges, growth of In suppers, this being a 10-string of New England's 800 carbonated beverage plants which employ
think.
‘
Brer
Rabbit
Bran
Muffins
with ilrs. Josephine MacDonald. dustry created a great demand for match. Lieuts. Mills, Preeman and 25,000. Purity Is the watchword in making the national beverage
That man of yours likes stews,
Public Cooking School (Electric)
Coffee
Fred Chilles, Walter Lyford. industrial building and power de- Lawry make up a team to take on consumed at the rate of 90 bottles per person annually.
beef or lamb . . . thickened a little,
at Star Theatre, Waldoboro. Oct.
Lunch
Doutfgs Gilchrist. Kenneth Amiro. | veU)pment.
p,.lces were high, the practice teams. Mills wants to
seasoned subtly and if you'll have
22, Oct. 29 and Nov. 5 at 2.30 .p.
French Toast with
Olaf Wolmquist were home from money was made fast and turned itake on Lawry after the match with
fluffy
dumplings
with
the
stew
he'll
m.
Admission free. All food given
SWANS ISLAND
•Pear Orange Jam
Whitinsville, Mass., for "over Sun back Into new plant development. Capt. Hewett and following that,
race home, full cf small-boy an
away. Everybody welcome. Miss
Mrs.
Oscar
Ames
of
Matinlcus
Is
Sliced
Bananas
and
Cream
day.^
June Preeman. demonstrator.
Plants were built to supply a fu- Ueut Prevail wants a game, so It
. , _
,
,
, spending a week with her mother. ticipation. He might settle for hot
Tetley Tea
Mr,Land Mrs. John Chilles are ture market.
biscuit if you think the dumplings
124-133
| looks like Old Man Lawry had a
And
Searsmont
Fire
LadMr
.
ma Stanley
Dinner
oversfiprs of the Town Farm, since
too tricky though they're really not.
In 1930 over 300 million barrels few games to roll to keep his hand
Mrs.
Carl
Lawson
of
West
Tredies
Are
On
the
Job,
Cold Sliced Morrell Ham
the tf sign a tion of Mr. and Mrs. of cement were used in the United tn.
Most men never outgrow their pasPORT CLYDE
mont is with lier mother. Mrs. Iso- sjon for warm johnny cake, for
•Raisin Cider Sauce
Clarrtice Hall.
Pronto
How ls Dardy Rackliff hitting
States alone, and large quantities
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Fowles and
bcl
Stanley
who
is
111.
Mrs.
BenSweet
Potato
Puffs
griddle cakes or waffles and a full
Kay Rosen, has employment in were shipped to South America. them? Where is the Star Alleys
Miss Jeannette Hopkins of Augusta
The Searsmont Fire Department Jamin Stockbridge, a daughter-in- cookie Jar keeps them abjectly
Buttered 8trlng Beans
Whittasville, Mass.
reporter.
Corp.
Lawry
would
like
Even at that peak, the mills then
which was organized about a year law of Mrs. Stanley is also with adoring the woman who made the •Nestle's Chocolate Chip Ice Cream visited Sunday with Mrs. Electa
Th^jtound-a-bout Club will meet ln operation in this country, pro to get his address.
Hopkins.
her
Cookies
cookies.
Wednesday with Mrs. Jennie Mak duced only 78 percent of their ca
8aw where the Oovernor of Mas ago on a volunteer basis, received
Miss Elsie Lowell is spending the
Tetley
Tea
Dr. and Mrs. Leroy Robertson of
Salads? Well, you can sell those
er.
pacity. And then came the de sachusetts broke down on his fare its first call Friday night when fire
winter in Chicago.
•Recipes given.
A pleasant surprise was given pression! Mills that had never well speech to the boys of the 211th. originating from the chimney had Albany, Ore., recently visited his with Russian. Roquefort or Thou
Mrs. Maud Anthony. Mrs. Winnie
sand Island dressing, by mixing
Mrs Ora Walls Jones Saturday known a shutdown, were forced to It is sure a hard spot to put even a caught the roof of the Pau! Ranch. sister. Mrs. Cleveland J Trask.
Morrison and son Harley and Miss
Mr and Mrs. Frank Bridges have slivers of Swiss cheese with the FRIENDSHIP
night by a group of her friends In drastically cut production and even Governor In.
Chief Russell Knight and crew
Eva Garland of Camden were re
honor pf her birthday. Games U» shut down for long periods. The
The football season ls in full were quickly on the scene and returned from a trip on the main green salads and by serving crack
Rev. H. W Van Deman has re cent guests of Miss Nora Clark.
ers
and
cheese
with
the
fruit
salads.
featured the entertainment and Industry was sick from over growth. Vswing and not a ticket to go.
worked to such good advantage land.
turned from a trip to Boston.
Mrs. Alice Trussell and Mr and
The report of the bowling matches that no appreciable damage re
lunch was served. Mrs. Jones was
Mrs Hattie Holt of Milwaukee In fact, we've yet to flnd a cheese
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Winchenpaw Mrs Ralph Simmons are visiting
It was not my intention to go
concoction
men
weren't
keen
about.
the .recipient of a shower of hand Into the economics of the cement sure made me homesick. We hope sulted.
and Mr and Mrs. Howard Beale relatives in Massachusetts.
is guest of her sister. Mrs. Nettie
Most of you know the desserts (attended the Worlds Fair over the
to equal the scores. How is Prank
kerchief)! and birthday cards. She Industry.
A correspondent gives the follow- Milan,
Mrs. Lillian Coffin is spending
also received other gifts which In
The Methodist Ladies Aid net- your particular treusered treasure j weekend
the Winter with her daughter ln
At the present time cement ls McKinney hitting them? Who are ing vivid (and we hope veracious]
cluded a radio and several boxes made by two methods—the older the team bowlers of the Star Alleys account of the Incident.
| ted $26 50 proceeds from a food covets so we won’t go into that
Capt. Jack Murley of New Bed Woodfords.
All the fervor of the Boy Scout sale held recently at the home of part of the menu. The point is. ford was dinner guest Saturday of
of catrdy. Those present were or dry method, in which all raw team? We are working hard to get
Mrs. Mary Gardner visited Sun
Mrs. LiUian Libby. Mrs. Allle Lane materials are processed dry. and the Rockland team here and re credo. "Be Prepared" went into the Mrs Nelson Morse for benefit of are you cooking these things most the Olivers.
day at her home in Elmore.
men enjoy or are you letting your
Mrs. Kate Coombs. Mrs. Minnie the new. or wet process, ln which freshments will follow the game, makings lof their volunteer fire the Red Cross
Mrs. Elizabeth Rochelle and
Richard Murray and Merrill
man wander wistfully into restau daughter Helen and Mrs. Philip
Smith; Mrs. Georgie Roberts. Mrs. the raw materials are processed also as fine a feed as we can get fighting unit. Ready, but ashamed
Chadwick have employment ln
rants
to
order
these
foeds?
The
Frich and daughter Elizabeth have Connecticut.
Carrie pifleld. Mrs. Clyde Mac with water as a carrying agent. so come on. boys, and get on the to be anxious, and acknowledging SOUTH THOMASTON
eager way seme men scan a hotel returned to New York City.
intosh. Mrs. Gertrude Hall and The latter method is used in the Ford V-8 and come up and see us it blasphemy to be hopeful—never
Mrs. Georgia Wall of Thomaston
Tlie
Cemetery
Association
meets
or restaurant menu can be a ter
at Fort McKinley.
20-148-667
theless they waited, net on tenter
Mrs Carlton Simmons is 111 with is spending a tew weeks with her
Mrs. Edith Vinal.
newer mills because it is cleaner,
at
the
Primary
School
House
to

rible
indictment
of
the
“
little
wom

hooks but with ladder and hocks
ivy poisoning.
sister. Miss Nora Clark
reduces conveying costs and pro
hose and fire cart and faltn and night at 7.30. All those who have an" at home.
Mrs. Walter Wotton is visiting
THE BURMA ROAD
Mrs. Lillian Davis has employ
motes greater ease and aocuracv STONINGTON
lots
In
the
Cemetery
or
who
have
(Por The Courler-Oaiette]
charity.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wotton and Mr ment in Friendship.
Nestle's Chocolate Chip Ice Cream
of blending.
Mr. and Mrs. John Malloy ot
relatives
buried
there
are
urgently
Came the call! To a man, at
There'e-a hlaslng heard In' the land.
Mr and Mrs Alfred Fuller, Miss
Two eggs, separated. 3 table and Mrs. Sherman Wotton ln Lynn,
The dry process ls less expen Dorchester, Mass, were recent
"Far Eart."
least several, they dashed with requested to be present as there
Lewis and Miss Helen Anthony
Where the sun's like a fire ball.
sive as far as burning the cement guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Bar succor ino, not suckers) to where aro unporunt matters to be decid spoons granulated sugar. *4 pint Mass.
The Methodist Junior Choir sang have returned home after a few
There are dire threats to democracies.
clinker is concerned since the raw ter. Mr. Malloy was Mr. Barter's Friend Neighbor’s home was falling ed. Mrs. Ella Watts ls chairman of heavy cream. 1 Economy Size Bar
But a hint to the wise ls all
Sunday at morning and evening weeks' stay on Monhegan.
For the British grin ln their quiet way. material carries little moisture to Sergeant in the World War. They
1
7
oz.i
Nestle's
Semi-Sweet
Choco

prey to tongues of flame. A brook the committee.
And each ln his own abode
Mrs Lillian Davis has employ
late, chipped, 't teaspoon vanilla. services. This group Is under the
With improve were members of the 325th Maine babbled nearby, or maybe it was
Will square his shoulders and tighten be evaporated.
Beat eggwhites stiff but not dry |
ment
in Friendship.
ht» belt
ments in dust recovery, conveying Regiment, Co. D. This was his the voluble volunteers who babbit ft
Royal Humane Society medals
As they open the Burma road.
Maynard Genthner, Miss Isabel
Add a tab’.espcon sugar. Whip and following the evening servioe
and mechanical blending in sight first visit to Deer Isle.
were
awarded
to
651
people
ln
—certainly It sounded like Babel
The Axis ewells with Its own conceit
Norman Sellers is employed at when Fireman First Class fell ln. Britain for saving 585 lives last cream to custard-like consistency. they held an old fashioned hymn clark and Mr an(j Mrs. Weston
the dry method may again become
To capture the world at will.
Beat egg yolks until lemon-colored. sing. The first of a series of “fam- [ Thompson have returned from a
But the beans are far from ln the more economical. At the Thomas Isle au Haut.
not Into the ranks but in’o the year
bag
Add two tablespoons sugar and ily nights" will be held Thursday trip to the New York World's Fair.
The
tug
Eugenie
Spofford
is
in
ton plant the wet process is in
And are very apt to spill.
brook.
at the vestry. Families or indi
Age-old'- China still fights on
Buharribe to The Courier-Gazette combine with cream. Combine and
use. Our cement is made from Rockland for annual Inspection.
Never did hose inct even the
viduals are encouraged to take box
Hard pressed by her heavy load.
Cordoba. Uruguay, reports the ar
add
chocclate
and
vanilla.
Pour
Capt.
William
Billings
is
home
low
grade
native
limestone.
The
But England gives her a bit of cheer
“First National Bank') ever do
lunches for a two-hour period of rest of Herr Arnold Fuhrmann,
Into
tray
of
refrigerator
and
freeze.
Aa she opens the Burma road
for
the
Winter.
overburden of clay or glacial de
duty more nobly or ever number
fellowship with food, worship, fun author of a plan for the Oerman
Galen Billings Is home from more dually. Flagrantly It flaunt
Our UnMe Sam. with feet well braced. posit is first stripped off the rock
Brer Rabbit Bran Muffins
and singing. Rev. Henry W. Van Invasion of the country.
Odorless
Hair
Remover
Is firm behind his word.
yachting.
No menace or threat In the quiet by drag-line shovel, the stone Is
ed the Wage and Hour Bill, the
Two cups bran, '■» cup Brer Rab Deman. the pastor, attended last
Bertrand E. Snow and Madelyn Fair Labor Standard and even the
then drilled with 6-knch well drill
tones.
bit Mclasses. 1*4 cups milk. 1 egg. week the Conference on Preaching
Amazing
new
white
Yet around the world is heard.
L. Shephard both ot this town CIO> as It worked in tfouo'e acron
And they better give heed. In that bits and blown down with dyna
1 cup flour. *4 teaspoon salt, 1 tea- sponsored by the Boston University
cosmetic cream —
near "Far East."
mite. It is then loaded by electric were married Oct. 15. by Rev. Fr from beth ends—pouring on aqua painless, economic
spoon soda.
School of Theology.
And change their threat to an ode
L.
R.
Poliquin.
pura with one end and pulling al easy and pleasant
For were standing strong while old shovel Into 10-ton .dde dump cars
Add bran to molasses and milk
Twelve members of the Boys and
Miss Muriel Fifield ls occupying F. F. C. from out the aqua with to use. Not irritating
England
ard hauled to the crushing plant
Women who Buffer painful. Irregu
and allow to soak for 15 minutes. Girls 4-H Clubs attended the CounOpens'Wie Burma road.
to normal, healthy
lar periods with nervous, moody
where It is passed through a 42- an apartment ln the Webb build the other.
Beat
egg
and
add
to
first
mixture,
ty
Contest
in
Waldoboro.
Both
Rose B Hupper
spells due to functional cause
skin. NAIR removes
inch gyratory crusher of 5 ton ing.
Tenants Harbor
should find Lydia E. Plnkham's
Fire Fighter First Class was hair and fuzz c/oae
Sift flour, salt and soda together clubs were recognized because of
Eugene
Billings
and
family
have
Vegetable Compound simply mar
per minute capacity in which tt
saved, so was Friend Neighbor's to skin. No bad odor
and combine with bran mixture. having completed their projects
velous to relieve such distress.
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS is reduced to 6-lncu size. Prom moved to the Maynard Gray house domicile. And the brook flows on — leaves skin soft,
Plnkham's Compound ls made espe
Fill greased muffin pans two-thlrds 100 percent. Each club received a
cially to help such weak, tired wom
WORK WONDERS
the disc.large at that point it ls at the Weed field.
clean, fragrant.
forever. Hail the Hero. Hos;!
full and bake in a moderately hot charter and a seal of achievement,
en to go smiling thru difficult days.
Gilman Marshall has gone to City
Over WW0.000 women have reported
even '400 degrees F.) about 20 and members received pins. Miss
Island, N. Y., ln search of em
> remarkable benefits. WELL WORTH
WHY NOT ADVERTISE IN
minutes. Yield: 15 muffins. 2*4 Doris Felker obtained her 8th year
______
ployment.
THE COITRIER-GAZETTF
Inches in diameter.
1 pin and Miss Phyllis Stevens her
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Cousins
and child Diane were recent visi
tors at the home of Mrs. Ruth
Robbins at Sunshine.
-J/
Howard Ellis has been on a trip
to Boston and vicinity.
Rosamond Robbins, who has been
employed by Mrs. Calvin StinsoB
has returned to 8unshine.
Mr. and Mrs. V. R. Lansingh and
Mr. and Mrs. William Muir have
returned to New York
Merle Smith is at the Marine
Hospital in Portland for treatment.
Capt. and Mrs. Lester Gross and
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Brimigion
are attending the World's Pair.
Jerome Beatrice and family are
visiting friends in Fall River.
Mrs. Willard Robbins and child
are visiting Mrs Muriel Parkhurst
ln Unity.
Edith Robinson has returned
from a vacation.
Mr. and Mis. Joshua Smith of
Bucksport were recent visitors at
the home of Mrs. Celeste Cocmbs.
The Calendar Club met recently
at the home of Mrs. Dorothea Dunton.
Mr. and Mrs. Bertrand Snow Jr.,
are occupying Bessie Noyes' rent
at Lea Hill.
Mrs. Helen Keenan and daughter
Kathleen have returned from a
joks and Witches . . . Black Cats . . . Jack-o’-lanterns . . .
visit with relatives at Isle au Haut
it’s lime for make-believe and fun! Your party ... or your
Phyllis Kelley of New Bedford
was married to Patrick Sweeney
Hallowe'en dinner ... needs something extra special for dessert
Oct. 9, at Kittery.
... and here it is ... Real Blueberry Ice Cream Pie, Sealtest-

« ft ft ft

T-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -bi

Get First Call

FEMALE FAIN;

NAiR

what a

tow mice rox a

7b/ffiac’7brpe(fof,

supervised, of course. The pie “crust” is creamy-rich Vanilla Ice

Cream with a delicious center of fresh-frozen blueberries. The
pie is gayly decorated with a purple scallop of whipped cream,

four golden-yellow harvest leaves, and a crisplookirtg pink rosette.

Order yours now by

call ing the dealer in your neighborhood who

sells Sealtest-supervised Ice Cream.

FRO-JOY

35«

ICE CREAM

Sea^t-Aupwi&ed
• Hear Eke Ssalf.sl Skew wltk Rudy Vallee every Tksrsdey
elgkt ever NIC led Network, 10 te 10iM P. M„ I. $. T.

THIS COMPANY ANO IIAkTUT, INOw

ARI UNBIB THI IAMI OWNIRRHIP

NORTH HAVEN
Mrs. Laura Brown of Auburn Is
visiting her uncle, C. S. Staples for
a brief period.
Mrs. Jessie Brown has returned
home after a week’s visit with rela
tives in Camden and Rockland.
Mrs. Harry Baird returned home
after a vacation period in Port
land and vicinity.
Alice Gould and Etta Noyes leave
this week and will spend the Win
ter in Portland. Their house here
will be occupied during the Win
ter by Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Quinn.

Read Tb« Oouxtor-OeMtt*

Model Illustrated: Streamliner "Torpedo" Six Sedan Coupe

{White sidewall tires optional at extra cost)

I. NIW BEAUTY ANO tUXUlY
I. INCLOSED RUNNINGIOAIDS

If you can afford any
new car, you can afford a Pontiac
"Torpedo"! That’s because Pontiac’s
famous "Torpedo” styling is now
available on every model in Pontiac’s
great 1941 line—even the new De
Luxe "Torpedoes” priced just above
the lowest-priced cars!
And look at everything else Pontiac
IMAGINE IT!

gives you! More room, more power,
more comfort than ever before—and
all this without sacrifice of Pontiac’s
famous all-around economy!
See this beautiful new 1941 Pontiac
"Torpedo" now on display at your
nearest Pontiac dealer’s. See for
yourself why, everyone is saying it’s
the fine car with the low price!

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.
712 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

★Delivered at Pontiac,
Michigan. State tax,
optional equipment and
accessories—extra.
Prices subject to change
without notice. General
Motors Terms to Suit
Your Purse.

On Tw. S«t>.a

7

RECORD SAS ANO Oil
ECONOMY kill-in Oil ClMnw

I. NEW INTERIOR LUXURY

1. GREATER OVII-AU IENGTH
4. INCREASED POWER

I. NEW TRU-ARC SAFETY
STEERING
4. LARGER, SAFEI IODIES

». PEinaED "TitriECUSNIONED" RIDE

10. CHOKE OF A SIX 01 AN
EIGHT IN ANY M00II
($23 mnro la* an Eieka)

olh«r improvement* and outstanding
feature* thot make Pontiac more than aver
America'* Finest Law-Priced Cor.”

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.
12 BAYVIEW STREET.

CAMDEN, MAINE

Js
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A Speedy Youth
Russell Young of Thomas
ton Turns Typing Ability
Into Good Job
Past as tongue can talk is speed
in any language, but in shorthand
it signifies a particular type cf
skilled celerity acquired only after
long and persistent practice.
Russell Young of Thomaston,
graduate this year from Ballard

Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Jordan
and son Joseph of Franklin, were
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Irvin Condon.
Miss Marie Clark returned Sun
day to Farmington Normal School
after spending the weekend with
her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Hatch of
Arlington, Mass., are visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Spear.
The Knights of Pythias Past
Chancellors’ Supper will be held
during the second week of Novem
ber. the date to be announced.
Miss Genevieve Bradlee of Bos
ton. spent the weekend with her
father, Joseph Bradlee.
Herbert Libby returned to Bos
ton Sunday after a brief visit with
his parents.
A New England boiled dinner will
be served Friday preceding the
meeting of Mayflower Temple,
Sisters. On the committee are
Mrs. Ora Woodcock. Mrs. Ada
Chadwick. Mrs. Blanche Wilson and
Mrs. Katherine Crawford
Miss Stella Drake of Upton. Mass,
is visiting her sisters. Mrs. W. H.
Stackhouse and Miss Mercy Drake
for a few weeks.
The Contract Club met at the
home of Mrs. Harold F. Dana Fri
day afternoon with two tables.
Highest scores were held by Mrs.
Arthur Elliot and Mrs. Maynard
Spear The meeting next Friday
will be at Miss Harriet Dunn’s
home.
Business School, has mastered a
Mrs. Winfred Tabbutt and Miss high degree of rapidity in tran
Annie Bunker of Augusta spent scribing dictation, his grade in fact
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. being the highest of any student
Orvel Williams, Miss Bunker re ever to graduate from this school.
turning Sunday to Augusta with In a special speed test, he took 150
C. E. Tabbutt who passed the week words a minute for five consecutive
end with Mr. and Mrs Vernon minutes with a rank of 96.2.
Tabbutt. Mrs. Tabbutt is remainApplying his dexterity to practi
nig for a longer visit with Mr. and cal ends, he promptly took a Civil
Mrs. Williams.
i Service examination, received an
Mrs Barbara Ludwig and Miss appointment and ls now employed
Martha Stone, with Mrs Clara ' jn clerical work at the Portsmouth
Nason. Rockland and Mrs Gladys jjavy Yard.
Ring of Warren, went to Portland
He is the son of Mr and Mrs.
Friday to attend the wedding of Hollis Young of Thomaston and
Miss Virginia Pierce to John Whit graduated from Thomaston High
comb. Miss Pierce is the daughter School, class of 1938
of Mrs. Edward Stone, and former
ly resided here.
Brown; vice president. Levi Cope
Several members of Grace Chap land; secretary- Mrs. Lucy Clark;
ter. OES. attended the Inspection treasurer. Harold Libby.
of Ivy Chapter Friday in Warren
The W.C.T.U. meets Fiday night
The inspecting officer was Mrs , at the ho[ne of Mrs clara gawyw
Eleanor Gregory of Vinalhaven. I iIr and
Eben Bowman oi
district deputy grand matron, and | Portland w€re guests Sunday of
those attending from here were,
and
Harold Robinson.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Libby, Mrs
Mr and Mrs. William Vinai ar.d
Russell Davis, Mrs Bowdoin Graf children are visiting relatives at
ton. Mrs Willis Spear. Mrs Charles Kezar Falls during Mr. Vir.al's vaKnights, Mrs Hollis Young, and i cation from his duties at the
Mrs. Josephine Stone Mrs Frank ! xfajne state Prison
Hallowell, a member of Grace
Several members of Grace
Chapter, also attended
Chapter. OES. attended the in
Mr. and Mrs. Harvard Lindsey, spection of Ivy ChapteT Friday in
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Warren. Mrs Eleanor Gregory,
Maurice Lindsey of Warren went district deputy grand matron of
Friday to Waterville, called by the Vinalhaven was the inspecting of
illness of Mr Lindsey’s sister
ficer and those attending from
Mr. and Mrs Harvey Kelley Grace Chapter were Mr. and
(Louise Thurston i of Trevett, Mrs. Laurence Perry of Rockland.
passed the weekend with her par- Mrs. Frank G. Hallowell ol
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Bar- Boothbay Harbor. Mrs. J. Ruslow..
I sell Davis. Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton
Mr and Mrs. Leslie Gould of Mrs. Willis Spear. Mrs. Gecrge
Upton. Mass , and Mrs. (Luther Gardiner, Mrs Karl Stetson. Mrs
Clark went Saturday to Farming- ’ Hollis
Young.
Mrs.
Charles
ton Falls where they visited Mrs j Knights. Mrs. Josephine Stone.
Grace Buker. Sunday was spent Mrs Blanche Vose. Mr and Mr
at Burnham with Mrs Vlrdilla Edgar Libby and Edgar Ames. Mrs
Brown, the party returning here j Lilia Ames and Edgar Crawfcrd.
Monday.
members of Ivy Chapter, also atA Willkie Club was formed at tended from Thomastcn.
the home of Mrs. Luther Clark . Miss Helen Stetson and Miss
Friday night and at present has a Frances Bcurne returned home
membership of 118 These officers last night after having spent the
were chosen; President. Capt. John ’ past week visiting friends in Mar.-
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Chester. N. H Aliston. and Walpole, Mas
They were accompanied on their return by Miss
Fannie Clark of Manchester, who
will be Miss Bourne's guest this
week
Richard Moore, who is trainIng at Fort McKinley, spent the
wcekend with his parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Everett Condon.
Mrs. H. H. Newbert returned
home Sunday after a visit in West
Upton. Mass. with her daughter.
Mrs. Eugene Closson.

Rehearsals have begun for a
minstrel show which Thcmaston
High students are to present ln
November under the direction of
Mrs. Florence Gardiner. Miss Mar
garet Higgins. Mrs. Ruth Sar.born
ard Donald E. Lindsey. The pro
ceeds will be used to benefit the
Athletic Association.
Miss Christine Moore went
Sunday to Boston for a weeks
visit acccmparylrg Miss Anna

ARE AWAITING THE DRAFT
131
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171
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174
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176
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182
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198
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offers the Biggest

PENCIL DEAL
on Record
FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS OR GENERAL USE

I
I
|
-

(limited time only)

'
|

Imprinted in Gold Letters

;

Your own name and address, school, or your
place of business
One line of imprinting limited to 30 letters.
An offer as sensational as this has been made
possible only through close co-operation with
one of America's largest manufacturers.
Imagine quality pencils with your own imprint
for just a little over 2 cents apiece.

18 Pencils,
30 Pencils,
60 Pencils,

$ .70
1.00
1.75

(Assorted Colors)
Postage 12c

144 Pencils,

$2.75

(Yellow only)
Postage 15c

In writing quality, length of use, and appear
ance, you’ll declare them the equal of pencils
costing much more. These pencils are Hexa
gon shape rounded corners, Number 2 medium
soft black lead; best for general use.

Get your supply now, while this offer lasts.
Mail your order today.

1

Fessenden of West Newton. Mass
who had been her weekend guest
Mrs. Elbridge Orafton is visiting
her cousin, Mrs. Phoebe Spellman,
in Portland this week,
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald LaChance
passed the weekend in Saco, guests
of Mr and Mrs. Frank Grant, formeriy of this town.
Miss Cora H. Russell has
closed her home on Main street
and ls with Mr and Mrs. Lewis
Smith for the Winter.
Miss Elonla Woodcock and her
cousin. Miss Leola Auger of Soutli
Portland spent the weekend with
Miss Woodcock's parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Woodcock, coming with
Miss Lena Shorey. who also spent
the weekend at home, returning
Sunday to Portland.
The Knox County Fish and Game
Association will meet at the
Methodist vestry Thursday night
with chicken pie supper served at
6.30 preceding the meeting. This

223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240

| 241

242
241
245

246
247
243
249
253
251
252
253
254
255
253
257
253
259

263
2C1
I 262
263
264
265
235
I 267
263

Continued from Page One'
Lawrence Woodbury Lufkin,
Arnold Bruce Robinson,
John Howard Buzzell,
Isaac Dorfman.
Horace Roland Grover,
Stuart Baker Farnham,
Leslie Eugene Weaver.
Gordon Isaiah DeWolfe,
Edward Myer Gordon,
Virgil Woodrow Wilson Gardner,
Pierre Lonllard Havener, Jr.,
Clifford Wade Carrol,
James William Breen,
Reger Leach Elms.
Harold Verner Bcrgrcn.
Albert Edwin Korpinen,
Charles William Rogers,
Leon Franklin Poland,
Clifton A Cross,
Charles Augustus Pierce,
Oeorge Lawrence Cullinan,
Albert Bickmore Ogier.
James Franklin Simmons,
Leon Elwood Murray,
Robert Fi-.ke Kearly,
Albert Edward Alley,
Bernard Leroy Oray,
Chester Herbert Butler,
Joseph Ccbb Melvin,
Harold Ernest Emery.
Norman Ernest Brown,
Hugo Brother Ragnsr Eckman,
Amos Lloyd Milliken.
Howard Raymond Brooks.
Wendell Holmes Emerv,
Philip Cecil Morine.
Clarence Ivan Rackliff,
Maurice Elden Davis,
Abraham Alan Grossman,
William Franklin Pullen.
Ralph Earl Hopkins.
Robert Blair Connell,
Patsy Asta-Ferrero,
Ernest Charles Ross,
Oscar Asta Ferrero.
Francis Boynton Maxey,
Charles Francis Freeman,
Edwin Snow Pease.
Norwood Rock Beveridge,
James Joseph Flanagan,
Ralph Orrin Beverage.
Herbert Leroy Merrifield,
Alwin Stanley French.
Arthur Sands Hunt,
Sulo Axel Gronros.
N.cholas Richard Pellicani,
Maurice Emery Lindsey,
Vincent James Pellicani,
Lewis Avery Crosby,
Earl Merrick Peters.
Robert Dana Wotton.
Aimo Aatos Kajander,
William Franklin Leonard,
John Smith Lowe. Jr.,
Irven Clifford Spear.
Arnold Oerald Castner.
Fred Trafton Walker,
Carl Blanchard Oxton,
Leon Richards White,
Eino Hjalmar Lampinen.
Walter Rivers Willey. Jr.
Frank Leroy Peters,
Walter Kellar Williamson,
Harold Leo Wilev.
Alb-rt William Wilson,
Blaine Pierce Merrill.
Earl Delmar Withee,
Chester Lisle Leonard.
Carl Adolf Wooster.
Roger Ellsworth Teague,
John Edmund Wyllie,
Douglas Raymond Bowley,
Earlyn Wyett Wheeler.
Alfred Wooster Ycung.
Andrew Randolph Sides,
Lelndley George Wiley.
E’mer Ellsworth Young.
Orion Rees Wadsworth,
Donald Judkins Ward,
Karl Spear.
LeRoy Arthur Watson.
Roy Kilton Crabtree.
William Franklin Welch,
Walter Aldo Mansfield,
Charles Kigel.
Karl Rowan Moody,
Leighton Arthur White.
Willi1 Rov Carver,
Herbert Malcolm Huntley,
Charles Young Trone,
Roland William Hurtubise,
Oeorge Edwin Boynton, Jr.,
Clarence Wesley Waltz,
Frnest Santley Kaler.
Douglass Ammon Heald,
Lloyd Sumner Maxey,
William Arthur Karl.
Kennetje Rivers Cousins,
George Francis Dean.
William Albert Kceie,
Philip Ivan Grover,
Jrving Lewis Keizer,
Edwin Elwell Gammon,
Edwin Davs Kenrick.
George Johannes Knuutila,
John I-erov Kinney,
Richard Henry Bond,
I eo G. Lacroix,
Clarence Mayo Butler,
William Hoyt Mason.
Verncn Elvin Mank,
Elmer Clifton Withee, Jr.,
Maurice Henry Robbins,
Wilbur Augustus Fogg,
Arthur Sewall Wotton,
Elmer Leroy Gross,
Irville Lawrence Barter,
Harry Alexis Earl.
Charles Thomas Bodman,

Norman Webb Turner,
Judscn Bird Flanagan,
Joseph Thomas Sylvester, Jr.,
Hazen Fvcrett Cook.
Keith Lorimer Crockett,
Albert Roy Morton.
269 M ynard Alton Holmes,
270 John Francies Bodman,
271 Lewis Albert Bowen.
272 Frank Raymond Maloney,
273
Fred John Anderson,
274 Jame Ravmond Littlehale,
Albert Thomas Gushee.
(To be continued)

like work.—Edwin Tyler.
It was fun to work for
I thought of it as a position I had Sam.—Ruth Goldberg.
I thought my work and the reason
secured.—Lena Cuccinello.
it were very Important^and
Youthful Typists Describe We were supervised by older behind
interesting.—Barbara Robinson.
registrars,
and
tiie
work
served
as
Their Draft Registration
We were busy in the morning,
good experience.—Ernest Dondis.
Efforts
Valuable experience in office work. i but not in the afternoon or evening.,
' —Harold Tolman.
Commercial students from Rock —Eloise Law, Evelyn Willis, Estelle
It was all very exciting, includ
Jackson.
land High School lent valuable as
Would have enjoyed it more if ing the Ice cream served by Mr.
it
sistance when they typed last Wed we had been a little busier—Ruth Cowan.—Gllbcrta Mair.
nesday for the draft registration. Johnson.
Their impressions, as obtained from
Enjoyed working for our super DUTCH NECK
the High School column, are here visor, Mr. Cowan.—Shirley Firth.
Mrs. Charles Kaler of West
given:
I imagined I was in my own office, Waldoboro was caller Wednesday
It was interesting to meet the and that I was interviewing my at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Aus
registrants—Louise Seavey, Wil clients.—Joe Pietroski.
tin Wallace and Mrs. Matilda Wal
liam Burns.
It was fun while it lasted—Helmi lace.
1
So enjoyable that it did not seem Lehto.
Mrs. Frances Quiner has cjosed
Would be very glad to do it again. "Butter Point Farm" and is in
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dailey, and —Ruby Elliott, Pauline Carroll, Marblehead. Mass., for the Winter.
Charles Chapin, son of Mr. and Helen Mitchell. Lucy Thompson.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Gross of
I treasure the experience.—Jean
Mrs. Willard Chapin, were mar
Newport, R. I., spent a week1 re
ried Saturday night at lhe Metho nette Saunders.
Everyone was pleasant to work cently with Mr. and Mrs. Claude
dist parsonage in Rockport, Rev.
with,
especially Mr. Edwards when Miller.
F Ernest Smith using the single
Mrs. Ada Wellman of West Walring ceremony. They were attend he gave us ice cream.—Louise Har
' doboro is guest this week of' her
ed by Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. Ox den.
Enjoyed working with people in ' sister, Mrs. Aimeda Winchenbach.
ton. Mr. ar.d Mrs. Chapin will
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Chasj
I my ward.—Charles Huntley.
make their home It re.
Being sworn ln was thrilling.— aand Mr. and Mrs. Walter dhase
Mrs. Edward Blackington. and
of Aliston. Mass., spent the past
daughter. Irene, are visiting her Lucille Melvin.
I was glad to be oi service in weekend and holiday with Mr. and
mother. Mrs. Fred Morong in
this undertaking.—Virginia Bowley. Mrs. W. F. Chase.
South Portland.

Liked The Work

CAMDEN
« « «»
JUNE COTE
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Tel. 713

Camden Commandery Knights
Templar will hold its Installation
Nov. 7. at the Masonic hall.
Mrs. Helen Dangler left Satur
day for her home in New York
Her mother. Mrs. Harriet Belyea
accompanied her to Boston where
she will visit.
The meeting of Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge Wednesday night,
will be followed by a Halloween
party.
Mrs. Raymond Mayhew ls em
ployed for the next two weeks at
the Otis & Harmon office in Rock
land.
Mrs. E. A. Robbirs. president of
the local Garden Club, and Miss
Bessie Bowers, secretary of the
local Club and secretary of
Medomak Region, attended the
Fall meeting of the Medomak Re
gion of the Garden Club Federa
tion of Maine held Friday in Bath
The speakers were Robley Nash
of the Fish and Game Depart
ment. who spoke on “Insects Bene
ficial to Man.” and E L. Newdick
of the Department of Agriculture,
whose topic was. “A Working Pro
gram for Insect Control.” Lunch
eon was served at the Cosmopoli
tan Club House in Bath and the
floral arrangements about the
room and as taible decorations
were unusually attractive.
Mrs. Elizabeth Foxwell. Secre
tary of the local Chamber of Com
merce ls attending the convention
of the National Association of
Commercial Organization Secre
taries in Boston.
The Methodist Ladies Aid will
hold an all-day session Wednes
day at the vestry with luncheon
at noon.
Miss Thelma Dailey, daughter of

Rockland
Warren
Rockport
Rockland
Rockland
Miss Susie, M. Hanson
Rockport
Funeral services were held Mon
Warren
day afternoon for Miss Susie May 1
Rockland
Hanson, 67. who died Saturday |
Rockland
morning at the home of her sis
Camden
ter, Mrs. George Ryder. Molyneaux |
Rockland
road. Rev. Elder Nutter of WaldoOlen Cove
-ON—
boro officiated and burial was in ,
Rockland
Mountain cemetery.
Camden
Rockland
Miss Hanson was born on Lin
Rockville
colnville. daughter of Llewellyn
Rockland
and Lucy (Whitney) Hanson. She
Camden
It
was a member of Emma White
Rockland
Parker Tent, DUV.
Rockland
She leaves two sisters. Mrs.
Union
nc.
Ryder
and Mrs. Milton Young of
Camden
!*)•'
Lincoln
ville.
Rockland
Rockland
COMPLETE NEW ASSORTMENT
Mrs. Maude B. Porter
East Union
Mrs
Maude
Bell
Porteir.
62.
wife
Camden
Some Are 1940 Demonstrators
of Edmund Porter, died Saturday
Rockland
afternoon at her home on Park
Some Are Reconditioned Used Appliances
Union
street. She was bom in Boothbay |
Camden
Harbor, the daughter of Jacob and
Rockland
East Union j is to be a stag meeting and the Annie (Frost) Abbott.
Rockport speaker will toe Perry Oreene,
Besides her husband she leaves
Camden champion woodchopper
two daughters. Mrs. Nellie Brown
Union
Mr and Mrs William Robin and Mrs. Oenevra Laverie of,
Rockland
Staten Island. N. Y.; three sisters. |
See Them At Our Thrift Shop
Union son and Miss Faustina Robinson Mrs. Susie Berry of Camden. Mrs. i
went
to
East
Rochester.
N.
H..
Sat

Rockland
In
The Thorndike Hotel Building
Warren urday and were guests of Mr. Sarah Foster of Washington, D. C„
and
Mrs.
Bessie
Durling
of
Royal
and
Mrs.
Henry
Robinson
and
Mr
Rockland
Camden and Mrs. T. M. Robinson over the Oak. Mich.; and two brothers. Roy
Abbott of Camden and Frank Ab
Rockland weekend.
bott of Staten Island.
Warren
Rockland
Funeral services will be held
Salmon loaf, potato balls, baked
Union beans, cabbage salad, cakes, dough Tuesday at 2 o’clock from the Good
MPAMY
Rockland nuts and coffee. 35 cents, at Thom ftmeral home. Rev. Weston P. Hol
Warren aston Baptist Church Wednesday man officiating. Burial will be in
125-J27
Rockland at 6 o'clock.
127-lt Mountain cemetery
Union
Camden
Rockland
Camden
Union
Rockland
Camden
BETTER NOT LOOK...IF
Rockland
Rockland
YOU LOVE YOUR OLD CAR!
Warren
Rockland
Camden
Rockland
Warren
Thomaston
Camden
Rockland
Warren
Warren
Rockland
Warren
Rockland
Warren
Rockland
Warren
Rockland
Camden
Rockland
Thomaston
Rockland
Camden
Rockland
Warren
Rockland
Warren
Camden
Rockland
Camden
Warren
Rockland
Camden
Thomaston
Warren
Rockland
Camden
Rockland
Camden
Warren
South Union
Rockland
Camden
Rockland
Warren
Rockland
Camden
Warren
Rockland
19414
VER enjoy on experience so exciting that you
Camden
LUXURY
wanted to tell the world about it — but you
Warren
just couldn't find words? That's how we feel when
LINER
Rockland
Warren
we try to picture this new Dodge Luxury Liner.
Camden
For how can mere words give you any idea
Rockland
Cleaner that greatly prolongs engine life!
of the handsome, low-swung beauty of this new
Camden
luxury Liner? Like Dodge Engineering, it has
Rockland
And now, the car that pioneered the all-steel
the touch of tomorrow in its streamlined loveli
Warren
body, equal-pressure hydraulic brakes and
Rockland
ness, magnificent interiors, modern appointments!
other vital improvements offers you Fluid Drive*
Warren
...for the first time in a low-priced car! Drop in
And how can words do justice to that tradi
Rockland
on your Dodge dealer for a demonstration!
tional leadership in sdfety and dependability,
Camden
again so evidentinfhisl941 Dcdge?
Rockland
ENJOY THE TRIPLE THRILL OF DODGE FLUID DRIVE*
Thomaston
Witness, the rear trunk lid, so
Friendship
GtmhiMng Takes a Holiday I You can star)
perfectly "spring-balanced" thot a
Warren
in high, drive in high,stop in high...and
child can raise or lower it) Also
Rockland
start again in high without shifting gearsl
observe the new rear windowCamden
A Thousand Different Speeds! Drive from
Rockland
now 47.6% larger for greater
one mile an hour to top speed without
Warren
ever shifting I
visibility "sternward"..The new
Isle au Haut
Tho Smoothness of Oil! Power is trans
Safety Wheel Rims to hold the tire
Isle au Haut
mitted to rear wheels through a cushion
to
the
rim
even
should
a
"flat"
7
Camden
of oil, giving unbelievable smoothness
occurl...The new Oil Bath Air
Rockland
and longer car life.
Union
Rockland
Camden
♦Fluid Drive optional at slight
Thomaston
extra cost
Rockport
Friendship
Rockland
Rockland
Isle au Haut
South Thomaston
Rockland
”<**32!
Warren
TEL. 121-W
Camden
PARK ST.

Save Now

Ranges
Refrigerators
Washers

All Are Values that You
Should Investigate

CENT
FOWL

AINE

YOU'VE GOT 10 SEE AND DRIVE THIS

E

DYER’S GARAGE, INC.

tt
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Every-Other-Day

—
The Chapin Class will meet to
Mrs. Richard T. Hodson has gone
to Norfolk, Va., to Join Lieut. Com night with Miss EUen Cochran.
mander Hodson, who was recently
called there.
First Lieut. Everett K. Mills and
2d Lieut. Bernard Freeman of Fort
Miss Mary Anderson and Mrs. McKinley spent the weekend at
Elva Johnson motored to Richmond their homes, and enroute attended
Friday and called on friends. Miss the Bowdoln-Wllliaras game in i
Brunswick.
Major and Mrs. Talbot Aldrich, .Word has been received by Mrs. Anderson is enjoying two weeks' va
lunched with the W. O. Pullers dharles A. Emery that her nephew, cation frem her duties at Knox Hos
pital.
Miss Doris Hyler, who formerly j
Monday, having closed "The Crags" ( Ensign George W. Kittredge has
resided on Masonic street place, has
for the Winter months and were been sent to Honolulu.
Wednesday night a group ot rela rooms at Mrs. Chester Stewart's
returning to their Boston home at |
tives
and friends gathered at the residence, High street.
58 Mount Vernon street on the
Mrs. Charles H. Whitmore and
afternoon train out. Later they son Charles go today to New Yorn, home cf Charles Chaples, Clark
Island, where a surprise birthday
Miss Helen Oldls. manager of
go to their plantation in South to visit the World's Fair.
party was given in honor of Mrs. Gilbert's Beauty Salon, left Sunday
Carolina for a stay returning for
the Christmas season ln Boston
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Kelsey and Hilda Chapjes. Games and music for a vacation in New York where
and in the late Winter are to spend and son Donald attended the were enjoyed. Refreshments were she is attending the World's Fair.
some time in Nassau with their Maine-Connecticut football game served. Mrs. Chaples received many She is accompanied by Miss Lucille
frietlds the Wentworth Ericksons. Saturday in Orono, and were week beautiful and useful gifts, among Davie, of Portland. Mrs. Edward
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Sam which were several beautifully deco Bisbee. Maverick street is substitut
rated birthday cakes. Those pres ing for Miss Oldls during her ab
Sezak.
Mrs. Margaret Ames, who has
ent were Mr. and Mrs. Ernest John sence.
' been spending the Summer in this
son of Camden, Mr. and Mrs. Ardie
Lieut,
and
Mrs.
Ellery
D
Preston
i city and vicinity, returned yester- of Long Island. N. Y., are guests Johnson,. Richard Robarts, and Rus Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy Crane re
, day to Brockton, Mass.
this week of Mrs Preston's par sell of Rockland. Mr. and Mfs. turned Sunday from a 10-days’ trip
ents, Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Blacking- Seymour Fuller and four children, through New England. They heard
Mrs. Clara Smith left Saturday ton. They will go also to Moxie, A'.den Chaples, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wendell Willkie's speech in Bos
Chaples and two children. Edith ton , Oct. 11 , saw the Harvardfor an extended visit in Boston and or a two days’ hunting trip.
and Elsie all of Clark Island.
Connecticut. Her home on Broad
Michigan football game and at
Street will be occupied for the Win
tended the wedding of Miss
Mrs. Fred Trecartin and Mrs.
Mrs. C. F. Simmons entertained Gretchen Scholze ax New Milford,
ter by the Misses Carini and Donald H Fuller will leave Wed
cousin Fred Carini, who closed nesday morning to attend the Bos j Dorcas Club yesterday afternoon Conn. Miss Scholtz is the daughter
their Ash Point cottage Saturday. ton Herald Book Fair of New Eng at her home on Talbot avenue. of Mr. and Mrs. William Scholz
(Aimeda Crane). Also attending
land at Boston Oardens. They will
I*
A State chorus, under the direc the wedding were Mr. and Mrs.
The Rubinstein Club will meet drive with Mrs. Wilbur Senter and
tion of Dr. John Erb, will feature Kennedy Crane. Jr. of Skowhegan
Friday at 3 o’clock at the home of daughter Caroline.
the annual convention of the Maine and Lawrence Crane of New York
Mrs. Kathleen Newman, Park street
with Mrs. Blanche Morton as pro
Clifford Smith, Jr., of Harvard Federation of Music Clubs in the city.
gram chairman.
University and Ted Brenner of Spring, the date of the convention
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Grant,
Boston were weekend guests of Mrs. and definite plans for the chorus
to be considered at the Fall board who have been visiting their nephew
Spencer Individual Designing Clifford Smith, Warrenton.
meeting of the federation. Thurs in Brooklyn, and attending the
Service. Corsets, girdles, brassieres,
and surgical supports. Mrs. Mona
Mrs. Pranklin H. Wood is visit day, at the home of Mrs. Guy P. World's Fair, have returned home.
Gannett. 823 Shore Road. Cape
M McIntosh, 235 Broadway Tel. ing in Swan's Island.
Mrs Austin Huntley was hos
Elizabeth. Tiie Loyalty through
22-M—adv
126*129
Mr and Mrs. Charles T. Frost of Music Crusade proposed by Mrs. tess last night to Monday Niters,
Visit Lucien K Green & Son for Attleboro, Mass., who have been Helen Harrison Mills, national and prizes were awarded to Mrs.
Furs; Burdells Dress Shop for spending a week's vacation in the chairman of international music re William Hooper. Mrs. O. B
Dresses. Complete stocks always city, returned Sunday, and were lations. will be presented and com Brown. Mrs. Fred Vinai. Mrs. Clar
on hand. New merchandise coming accompanied by Mr. Frost's sister, mittees eppointed to carry out the ence Knowlton, and consolation
ln every day at moderate prices. Miss Annie V. Frost, who will be suggestions of Mrs. Mills which ask to Mrs. Cecil Murphy. Mrs. Vinai
See them today. Odd Fellows Block, their guest and also of Mr. and that every club give as many folk and Mrs Murphy won the door
School street, Rockland.
107-tf Mrs. George Cleathero in Taunton. music programs or festivals as pos prize
sible. embracing the music of va
Mrs Maurice Derry entertained
rious nations, with particular em
phasis on the story which moti Saturday night at a dinner party,
vated each tune; its evident Influ at the Alan L. Bird camp on
ence on migration; the advantages Dodges Mountain.
MR. PIERRE of New York and Lewiston
of life in America and the loyalty
Adriel Bird of Boston flew to
has now joined our staff
which should ensue, together with
Brunswick yesterday, and motored
the
featuring
of
the
national
an

•■GET-ACQUAINTED” SPECIAL
them and other American national to this city for a brief visit, it be
$7.00 Steam Oil Permanent Wave
songs, together with the American ing too windy to land on Rock
land's small airfield.
flag.

OCl ETY.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

$3.50

The remainder of the month

Easy to relieve
BABY'S misery
direct—

Beauty Aids, 35c

without “doting

ECONOMY BEAUTY PARLOR
ROCKLAND, ME.

366 MAIN ST.

Rub throat, chest,
and back with ,..

TEL. 122
126*129

The Francis Bickfords of Great
Neck, L. I.. N. Y., are at their cot
tage on the Belfast road for a
brief visit.

Mrs. Frank Harding will be
chairman of the public supper to
be held Saturday night ln St.
VapoRub Peter's Undercroft.

ICKS

USID ST J OUT
or S MOTHEIS

Here it is !
COOKING
Companion Range for HEATING
Electric Range for

BOTH

$I24*5°

/

I
Electric Range separate

Heater, grille top

$79.50

Mmetta A Paul will give a review
of “Maine Summer" by Mitchell.
Ralph Wilson was at home from
Criehaven over the weekend.
££ ££
Mrs. Edith Evans Braun has
LIDA G CHAMPNEY
closed her cottage on Mechanic
Correspondent
street, and with her mother returned
«« ftft
Sunday to Philadelphia.
Several from the local Christian
Tel 2229
Endeavor Society are planning to at
Rev. and Mrs. H. I. Holt returned tend the State Convention at Tops
Friday from a two week* visit with ham Oct. 25-27. Rev. J. W. Hysrelatives ln Exeter and Rochester. song, a former Rockport pastor, will
be the speaker Saturday afternoon.
N. H.
Everett Pitts arrived Monday lor
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Simonton
with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Boland 1 a thre« daVs' vlslt
hia home on
of Camden left Sunday on a hunt- Russell avenue.
ing trip to Burlington.
Schools will close Tuesday for the
Mrs. Minnie Crozier, Mrs. Beulah | remainder of the week, due to the
Richardson and Miss Gladys Young j three-day session of the State
of Bar Harbor have returned from a Teachers' Convention in Portland
Mrs. Manasseh W. Spear enter
visit at Poughkeepsie. N. Y. They
also attended the World's Fair. tained at a dinner party Sunday,
Mrs. Belle Coates, who stayed at as a joint celebration cf the birththe Crozier home during their ab- 'da>' anniversary of both Mr. Spear
sence has returned to her home on I and their granddaughter , Miss
Julia May Spear of Camden. Fall
Limerock street.
Frank Rider returned Saturday fruits surrounded by Autumn foil
from North Haven where he had age furnished the attractive table
been spending the week He was ac centerpiece, and the delectable
companied by Austin Joy and Sun menu was augmented by a large
day they left for a hunting trip in birthday cake. Those present were
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Weei^, Mr.
the vicinity of Lee.
Charles Marston spent the week and Mrs. Forrest Spear and Dr.
end as guest of Burton Richards at and Mrs. George Ingraham, of
Camden. Mrs. Effie Twithcell, Miss
his camp at Mariavllle.
Twentieth Century Club met Fri Lula Payson, Mrs. Manasseh Spear
day afternoon at the home of Miss and the guests of honor, Mr. Spear
Mabel Pottle, Amesbury Hill, with and Miss Spear.
14 members present. Mrs. Diana 'Mrs. Mary Louise Bok, who has
Pitts was the reader giving a review been spending a week at "Rose
of "The Flowering of New England." mary'' returned Sunday to her
by Van Wyck Brooks. The Club Winter home ln Philadelphia.
Mrs. Maynard C. Ingraham, who
will meet this week at the home of
Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth and Mrs. was called to Waltham. Mass.,
three weeks ago on account of the
Mrs. Arthur S. Littlefield will illness of her mother, Mrs. Charles
She
be hostess this afternoon to her Everett, returned Friday.
made the trip with Mr. and Mrs.
contract club.
Paul Everett, son Herbert and
daughter Carol, who spent the
Mrs. Elihu B Washburn has gone
weekend at the Ingraham home,
to the World's Fair.
returning to Waltham Sunday
The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday night. Mrs. Everett ls receiving
afternoon at 2.30 with Mrs. Louise treatment at the Deaconess Hos
Ingraham. Lindsey street. This is pital. Brookline, Mass., and would
roil call meeting. Members will re appreciate cards from friends.
Due to other activities the Bap
spond to their names by quotations
of Scripture verse, and will take tist Ladies Circle will omit its
prospective members with them. The meeting this week.
Maynard C. Ingraham ls having
names of all those paying dues for
the New Year will be placed on the 4 vacatlon from his dUlles at the
E. C. Ingraham Co.
honor list.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Crockett
Mrs Millie Thomas. Mrs. Mabel and son Harold returned Sunday
Thorndike. Mrs. Annie Collamore, from Danforth where they have
Mrs Clara Curtiss. Miss Katherine been visiting Rev. and Mrs. N F.
Mr. Crockett returned
Veazie, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Atwood.
Watts. Mrs. Ida Stevens and Mrs. Monday to the E. E. Ingraham Co.,
Oolden Munro were guests Satur store where lie is employed as clerk,
day night of the Star of the East having enjoyed a two weeks' vaca
Chapter, O. E. 8., in Hampden, tion.
Mrs. Thomas acting as guest treas-, Miss Arabel Cornelia Eaton,
urer and Mrs WatU as guest sec- i dau«ht«'
Mr a«d Mrs Alphonso
retary
J Eaton of Rockport and Ralph Ed_____
ward Nelson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Velma Byrr.es and mother John W Nelsen of Camden were
Mrs. William Byrnes have returned married Friday night at the Bapfrom a vacation trip to New York. I tifit parsonage by Rev. C. Vaughn
and a visit to the World s Fair.
Overman The ceremony was wit_____
[ nessed by Mrs. Maude Carleton and
William Scholfield of New York Mrs. Carrie Miller.
was a recent guest of Mrs Eflna
-----------------Thibodeau at the home of Roland TLfomao
Seavey. Pleasant street
»
Grange LOITier
------I The Megunticook Orange Sewing
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Sullivan Circle of Camden will meet Wedof Quincy. Mass., were weekend nesday afternoon and supper will
guests of Mr and Mrs. Wesley be served at 6 o'clock followed by
Ryder, Granite street.
the business session of the Grange.
"Safety’ will be the theme of the
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will evening's program. Herbert Gould
have their regular Thursday night will speak on "Safety ln the Auto
supper with Blanche Shadie as mobile." Mrs. Lillian Piper on
chairman. Members are asked to "Safety in the Heme and on the
take sweets.
Regular business Farm;" and Allen Payson will have
meeting will follow at 7.30 o'clock. "First Aid" as hls topic. There
will be safety tableaux arranged by
Monday night after school Mrs Miss Harriet Arnold.
MacDonald's Sunday School Class
• • • •
met in the Corner Building for a
8even Tree Orange of Union ensocial time and to orgnize. The joyed a "mystery ride" Friday night,
name chosen was. Young Reserves Albert Ooss being chosen as leader
Officers appointed were; President. Members gaily started for some
Franklin Blaisdell, vice president, where in Knox County but none
Nelson Pierce; secretary, Oerald knew what the destination was to
Bradley; treasurer, Donald Mc- be.. A game of "Follow the leader"
Lellan. Games and refreshments jt(j
group to St. Oeorge where
were enjoyed.
(they were cordially received by the
-----------------Grange there. Roll call of Seven
MaBc-lle Beauty Shoppe will be xree-ers was answered by 52 memclosed all next week, Oct. 28 to bers W(,o rcjhiy enjoyed the experiNov. 4.
127-129 cnee.

ROCKPORT

$49.50

Today and Wednesday
Every modern woman wanh electricity for

TV. TEAE S
COMEDY
, ATT!

cooking. It's so clean, convenient, healthful,

no open flame, no odors, INEXPENSIVE.

I

But some
I

... Just $5 down; $4.10 monthly .
Small carrying charge included

need

auxiliary

time, the heater may be removed, if desired.

Pleasant River Grange will hold
its anniversary Wednesday night.
North Haven Grange is invited to
attend, also Glen Cove Grange. Ail
charter members are requested to
attend. Due to several requests,
the “graduation" held several weeks
ago will be presented again at the
Lecturer's home.
Every member
is requested to take a mystery
package,

heat.

Wednesday-Thursday

Here's the answer and at a price that makes

it more attractive then ever. In the summer

!
electric cooking really is.

kitchens

Page Seven

THURSDAY

People are just beginning to realize how cheap

The average family is cooking electrically for about $2.00, $2.50 a month.

Think

of it!

Don't wait any longer.
this combination today.

Stay young electrically and enjoy life while you can.

Come in and see

Other models even lower.

arv
ky MX MACH «Mk

CENTRAMMAI N E
poVii^CbMnurr
•At Any Store*

.. Electric Cooking is Downright Cheap ..

A deepened social conscience
and an active concern about na
tional affairs is the keynote of
the League of Women Voters or
ganization.
• • • •
Women neglect their hands more
than any other part of their body,
and why? They are so busy using
their hands they fail to think of
their need6. But they need much
care especially when the cold dry
winds dry up the skin. Give your
hands the same care you give to
every other part of your body and
the gain in personal comfort and
pride will fully Justify the effort.
• • • •
Schools in the Argentina have
increased to 11.000 primary schools
alone.
• • • •

C1EVELAND P. HARVEY
Private funeral services were
held Sunday at 3 o'clock for
Cleveland P. Harvey, at the home
on South Main street. Rev. J.
Charles MRODonald officiating.
Mr. Harvey was born in Oceanvllle, Dec. 6. 1890. Isen of Jennie,
and the late Rcbert K Harvey. He
attended the Oceanville schools
and moved to Rockland with the
family when he was 20 years old.
He then went to Gloucester. Mass.,
where he was associated with his
brother ln the cab business and
later worked as a motorman on
the trolley cars.
Nov. 23. 1914. he was married
to Miss Esther Wall of Spruce
Head and had made his home ln
this city since that time, for the
past 20 years conducting a taxi
business. He had been in 111 health
for 15 years, the past two years
being confined to his room. To
pass the long hours he took up
boat modeling as a hobby and
completed a number of very at
tractive models.
He ls survived by his wife and
five children: George. Harold
Ethelyn. Roger and Mildred, his
mother, Mrs. Jennie Harvey and
two sisters, Mrs. Edward Walker
' and Mrs. Clarence Thompson, all
of Rockland, ar.d a brother. Fred
Harvey of New York City, and
J nieces and nephews.
The bearers were: Edward Walk
er, Clarence Thompson, Albert
Burton and Elmer Barnes.
Interment was In Forest Hill
| cemetery. Spruce Head.

Wife: "Dramatic Society or no
Dramatic Society, if they ask you
to take the part of the shiek,
Henry, say ’No'."
• • • •
A motor ride up the coast on
Route 1 just now ls something to
hold ln memory's treasure chest of
brilliant pictures ot this unusually
lovely half month of October that
has given untold color ln most
lavish beauty. A run along the
coast where homes have been im
proved to points of unusual ar
chitectural
and
flora-cultural
charm, is also encouraging ln the
fact that nearly all homes are well
kept, almost no shabby tumbledown sights any more, that only a
score of years ago were qa’te fre
quent along the way The foliage
has taken on a deeper tone, much
of the bronze ar.d burgundy shades
that give deep appeal are now
spreading their Persian carpets
over the hills. All the way from
The Jol’y J—H'ers Club, spon
Rockland to Bangor one feels
sored by the Junior Women's Club,
deep praise for so much beauty
that New England has given to the will hold the first meeting of the
season Thursday night at 6 45, fn
world and Maine offers to those
the east room at Community Build
who open their eyes to see.
ing.
• • • •
I
•
The longest straight and level
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Small and
stretch ot highway in the world Abe Small, accompanied by Mrs.
ls said to be in Tennessee and Michael Goldberg and Miss Ruth
Mississippi — 33 miles without one Goldberg, were ln Fairfield Suncurve or any grades.
I day, visiting Yale Gold-berg, a pa
• • • •
tient at Central Maine Sanitorium.
Don't forget to study the stars
these clear nights.
It's worth
Dr, and Mrs E. W Peaslee re
one's effort to learn the names of turned Sunday from a business and
these glorious lanterns of the social trip during which they at
heavens that sparkle to you their tended the annual .meeting of the
messages of hope.
New England Dental Society held
• • • •
at the Forsyth Dental Infirmary
Business, as well as minister'al in Boston: passed a day In Athol,
trainirj. should always include Mass.; visited Dr and Mrs Rich
voice training
Voice contributes ard A Backus cf Ooffstown. N H.;
much to effective listening and and Saturday the doctor attended
clearer thought. Pleasant, clear, the Fall meeting of the executive
crisp enunciation adds definitely to committee of the Maine D’nMl
power of understanding as well as Society held at Hotel Eastland ln
convincing worth in debate or any Portland.
line of speech.
• • • •
This country and prabably many
other countries will follow the life
of Donn Fendler with avid inter
SIDELINE
est; and all are thrilled that Presi
dent Roosevelt has presented him
SENSA
the gold medal for valor in using
Boy Scout woodlore when he was
lost for seven days In the woods
TION!
and kept himself alive with his
wit and skill of thinking through
and real Scout fortitude.
A t exciting as a touchdown
. . . a joyous coiffure that will
In Newburyport, Mass, there in
win attention and admiration at
a snuff factory and this mill has
any game! You'll adore yourself
been at it since the clipper ship
in an individualized creation by
days. It is the very last one of its
our talented artists.
kind in New England.
• • • •
BEAl'TY AIDS
Probably no better man could be
found for the difficult experience
AT POPULAR PRICES
of being U. S. Ambassador to Japan
than tiie brilliant and very level
headed gentleman, Joseph C. Grew
of Boston. A long line of brilliant
personalities are back of this man
In ancestry, standing him ln good
stead in his critical far East situa
73 PMtK ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
tion and no doubt he will hold out
courage and comfcrt and help to
all Americans who arc stranded i
there at this critical moment.
• • • •
Brenner Pass no doubt is beautl- ,
Ol A t H It 'S
ful at this season of the year but ! COMIQUt
that may not hinder these war vul-1
tures finding themselves in a dif
ferent kind of pretty pass later.
IHEAIRt
. , ...
C.cmden
Trl?6t
• • • •
Her ambition was high, so she1
TUESDAY, OUT. 22
asked to her party a great violin
ist who happened to be staying
When a Dcbutrainp gets a gleam
near, and added as an after- 1
in her eye it’s
thought: "Oh, and please bring
“Cross Country Romance”
your violin.”
Wendy Barrie Gene Raymond
“My violin never dines out.
Madam," was the musicians reply.
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
• • • •
Relish maker: “My new factory is
The romantic story of man hls
loves, fights, hates
to be in Walla Walla."
Friend: “But why Walla Walla?"
“Return of Frank James”
Relish maker: "A perfect name
Gene Tirney
Ilenri Eouila
for my pickle factory
Why, it
Jackie Cooper
sounds exactly like a good Chow
■ Chow ijrew to me "

Paysons’
Beauty Salon

Most people have thought that because it's so much better it MUST

be expensive!
That's not so.

When the Italian. John Cabot,
was sent on a voyage of discovery
bv the Bristol. England merchants
in 1497. it was then he discovered
Canada. But since there were no
spices in this newly-found country
the merchants did not think so
much of it, and decided that quite
enough reward would be 50 Pounds.
But even so. a reward of that
much was quite a lot and some of
the merchants felt that Cabot had
been overpaid for hls And.
• • • •

JOHNSON-TIBBETTS
Miss Eleanor Sherman Tibbetts
became the bride of Vaino Alexan
der Johnson Sunday morning, the
quiet ceremony taking place in the
Baptist parsonage. Rev. J. Charles
MacDonald officiated at the double
ring service. The bridal couple were
unattended. Members of the im
mediate families were present.
The bride was attractively cos
tumed ln a dress ot soldier blue
crepe, with accessories of blue and
black. Her corsage was of talisman
roses.
Following the ceremony, they
went on a honeymoon tour to New
I
York, and on return will reside in
apartments at 16 Claremont street.
Mrs. Johnson Is the daughter of
Mrs. John A Ward and Frank M.
Tibbetts, and graduated ln 1934
from Rockland High School, where
she was valedictorian of her class
and a member of the National
Honor Society. She is employed in
the office of Otis and Harmon, at
torneys. Mr. Johnson, son of Mrs.
Hilma Johnson and the late Alex
ander Johnson of Thomaston, grad
uated from Thomaston High School
ln 1932. where he was an outstand
ing athlete. He is employed ln the
local A.&P. market.

GEORGE TOBIAS
In
“CALLING ALL
HUSBANDS"

tAYMOND WALBURN
CLIFF EDWARDS
TOM KENNEDY

NOW PLAYING
“THIRD FINGER LEFT HAND”
with
Myrna Loy
Melvyn Douglas

StranSl
892
Week Days,
Sundays,

2.00, 6.30, 8.30
3.00, 6.30, 8.30

Every-Other-Da?
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Wants More Members THE SIEGE OF WALDOBORO

of

MATINICUS

Gladys Yeung ol Bar Harbor and

Bowsfleld on board. Services were
held at the church Sunday nigiit.
Carl Young made a business trip
to Rockland this week.
Mrs. Dorian Ames ls visiting
i friends and relatives in Connecti
cut and New York. She will also
attend the World’s Fair.
g
' Capt. A. M. Ripley who spent
; the weekend at his home here has
returned to Quincy. Mass. He was
accompanied by Mrs. Ripley who

Special prizes of $2 50 each were! Beulah Blakcsley of Rockport
awarded to Dana Herick and Herb-' were visitors here recently. Leavert Hurme, highest ranking senior ing here they were going to New
and junior in dairy, by the Wirth-1 York to attend the World s Fair.
Marion Young is visiting her
| potato, Vinal Hardy. Hope; poultry more Grain Co.; to Ruth Norwood,
The Council THhe Knox Acad- management. Daniel Andrews West county champion in canning, by the daughter Julia Young in Braintree
i Rockport; sewing. Beryl Butler, Hazel Atlas Glass Co.; to Walter Mass., also visiting friends in New
emy of Arts and Sciences has begun , Bombay; room Improvement. Car- Henry and Lois Nichols, highest York.
i> Gladys St. Clair Heistad
The Seacoast Mission boat Sun
ranking senior and young farmer in
a drive for an increasee in member- | olyn Andrews. West Rockport.
beam was here Sunday with Mr.
! ship of the Academy. Annual dues j Highest Ranking Juniors: Bean. the chick raising project.
Miss Pauline Budge presented
The Inventor of the Hammond boy violinist. Heimo Haitto. The ! by classes are as follows: Associate David Hardy. Hope: chick raising.
electronic organ and novachord boy is an orphan-refugee, whose $1: active, $2: contributing, $5; Lois Nichols, Hope; canning, Thelma charters to ten clubs (newly organhas a r.ew instrument—the Solo- father was killed in the recent sustaining. $10: life. $25 ino dues); Brownell, Hope; cocking and house-! ized this year), and seals o achievevox, an electronic attachment for Russian-Finnish war and whose patron. $11 to $1000; benefactor. keeping. Sylvia Korpinen. Oeorges ment to 44 clubs that completed the |
River road; dairy. Herbert Hurme. requirements—12 meetings, a demthe piano. Perfected by Laurens mother and sister were “lost" in the $1000 up.
West Rockport: garden. Harvell onstration. a judging contest, a local!
Hammond, the Solovox Is a sep great civilian retreat from the
The Knox (State) Academy of
arate two-octave keyboard used by Lake Ladoga region. He will be Arts and Sciences, organized in 1913 Crockett, Warren; pig. Earle Nor- contest, and at least 30 percent of
the right hand which supplies a seen in the Paramount picture, I and incorporated under the laws of wood. Hope; potato. Arthur E. An- their projects. 4-H year pins were
solo voice which may be changed "There’s Magic in Music.” and he Maine in 1914. ls the only State In derson. Thomaston; poultry man-, given to every member who finished I
Anderson.' his project. Leaders were presented j
by the controls on the keyboard has been informed toy Eugene Or- stitution specializing entirely on the agement, Arthur B
to resemble a cello, a violin or a mandy that he is to be used in a Natural Sciences and Art. There- Thomaston; sewing. Evelyn Wotton. J with leader recognition pins as a 1
jtu. , Warren; room improvement. Elea- token of appreciation and thanks
reed instrument. The Solovox is concert with the Philadelphia Or- fore aR nature lovers an(J
for their co-operation during tlie
Ormandy
having dents should be members of this I«or Nelson Georges River road.
really a small edition of the nova- chestra—Mr.
chord which imitates the tones heard him play in special audition Academv
Highest Ranking Young Farmers: year.
Philip Lee. local leader in Wal
of string and reed instruments, In New York.
Tr. voar.
and ' Chick raising, Frank Chamberlain.
In years past for four years and
Aina- canning Clara Browand may be fastened on to your
six months—the Academy published I ,, „ na’ ca?’n ng' flara ®row doboro and county club leader, an
™king apd '^ekeep- nounced the program.
new "minney" pianos or to a
At the end of the Russian-Fin The Maine Naturalist, a quarterly > nel1'
Exhibits were in charge of nine
regular upright or grand. Its con nish war, a group of citizens one magazine. on the fauna and flora111'8' e en 0 V?on'
*'er
road; sewing, Marjorie Cook. Ten 4-H girls from Waldoboro and the
trols give it a 6-octave range. An of whom was Sibelius, urged the
’ of Maine, and the only reason for its
ant's Harbor; room improvement, six ushers were 4-H boys from
amplifier and speaker to match boy to complete his musical edu
discontinuance was the failure of
Waldoboro.
Arlene Nelson. George River road.
the finish of the piano comes with cational in a "land where his talent I
the nature lovers and artists of
lt.
would have some opportunity for Maine to sustain it with subscrip
• • • •
I proper development." and so he tions. Surely, out of five or ten
' Mrs. Newton and Professor Newton,
Phyllis Housten of Wilmington. | came to America, with his foster thousand nature lovers of Maine,
the latter telling of the work of
Del., who spent the Summer in j father. Prof. Boris Sirpo. former there should be at least 1000 suffici
i
the
school and the improvements.
Rockport while studying violin Director of the Viipuri Conserva ently interested in natural history
Knox and Lincoln Grads He also spoke on the old age pen
with Jascha Brodsky, recently tory of Music ln Finland.
to become associate members and to
Have Fine Banquet and sion. he being connected with tliat
heard the famous Negro soprano.
pay the small annual dues of $1.
work in Augusta.
Dorothy Maynor. in concert. In
Illustrious sons of humble par Life members pay $25 and no dues.
Interesting Meeting
The meeting was then turned
Miss Housten's letter telling of the ents:
Sixteen Garden Clubs now have
Knox and Lincoln Club met Pri-' over to Mr Senter, who showed
concert she spoke of Miss Maynor's
The father of Verdi was a day
celling -a-iy inremarkable voice ar.d of the thrill laborer. Wagner’s father was a ' Knox ^return S^sikabk da> -* 24 members and gueste
she had by going back-stage and clerk in a police-court. The com- markers.
.__
enjoying
supper at____
the____
Copper
ab^.ut
^.,1°
________________
getting Miss Maynor's autograph. Ke?1U^7\XrOnof°fi'v“ri ' J
had
du«-Pay‘nbgn*'n- «««'•' The'ubles" were an^d
S“of
The program presented by the so was^a schoolmaster. Tne father ,
*e
ln T sh?pe’.and “
hlad. ™ «>e most interesting meetings ever [
prano. with Arpad Sandor as her
(Registered)
accompanist, featured songs by ot Handel was originally a barbe1. of The Maine Naturalist, with, as seated President Percy Blaisdell held
j o ' Newton oi
others present were Mtes Ethel
Bach Handel. Schubert. Schumann. Cherubini, the great Italian ccm- before. Departments for Botany. En- Prof and
Franz. Debussy. Bizet, Edvard poser. was the son of a theatre tomolog> and Mammalogy, Marine Rente Hill, Mtes Mary Bartlett of Holbrook.' Miss Louise Butler. GilSouth Thomaston and Wilbur Sen- fOrd B Butler. Mrs. Victoria
Grieg, and a group of Negro spiri violinist.
Jean Beethoven, the Biologv and Oeclcgy.
An application blank 1s herewith ter. A iarge orange dish filled Coombs Clement and Mrs. Aurelia
tuals. also the aria "Depuis le jour" father of Ludvig van Beethoven,
from Charpentier’s c.pera “Louise." was a chorus singer. The father enclosed, which we trust you will with a beautiful variety of gourds Sellars Rlp’.ey of South Thomaston,
fill out and return, with a do.lar formed the attractive centerpiece.
Mrs .Harry E Wilbur. Mr. and Mrs.
• • • •
of Palestrina was a cook—or some bill to N W. Lermond. the financial
Adjournment
was
made
to
the
cheever
Ames, Mr. and Mrs. HarAmong the recently released Vic say, a waiter. Hans Bach, the secretary. Thomaston.
G. A. R hall, where President oid coombs and guest, and Mr. and
THURSDAY & FRIDAY
tor records te noted the Chopin father of the Bach family, was a
There 1s no equal tract of land
Mazurkas. Volume 2. played by Ar baker. Over 200 of his depen I (100 acres) within the State, that Blaisdell presided over the brief \jrs A J Nichols.
The next meeting will be Aprill 11.
tur Rubinstein, pianist. With this dents have been famous as musi has so many kinds of birds nesting, business meeting A splendid reTWO DAYS ONLY
port on the club's financial stand-1
____________
album Mr. Rubinstein completes cians. The father of Haydn was and so many kinds of wild flowers
ing was read by Harry E Wilbur
his recordings of all the Chopin a wheelwright. The father of Ros j blooming, and so . many kinds
of treasurer, and Mrs. Lizette Emery JEFFERSON
Watch For Our Large Ad In Thursday's
He was also
Mazurkas. The previous volumes sini was a baker
Public Cooking School (Electric)
shrubs and trees growing. Over 00 gave a report on the aid received
were hailed by the critics every town trumpeter, and instructed his kinds of trees and shrubs have been . from the Mite Club, which received at Star Theatre. Waldoboro. Oct.
Paper.
where for the magnificent perfor son on this instrument.
set out in the Arboretum.
j hearty applause, giving a vote of ^229 an^ ^ov 5 at 2 29 P
•
•
•
•
mances of Rubinstein, the rrirrorThe Knox Museum of Natural thanks to those women who are m Admission free. All food given
like quality of the recording, and
"The man who runs that store History and Art i painting of Maine , helping furnish a room in Samp- away. Everybody welcome. MLss
for the superior excellence of the has the right idea, all right."
artists) has many fine collections of ; son hall, girts' dormitory. The June Freeman, demonstrator
music
itself.
Indeed, Chopin
"How so?”
mounted bird, birds' eggs and nests. j Mite Club
renresented bv
124-133
Club was
was represented
by Mrs
Mrs
wrote no other music more in
"He advertises: ‘Bagpipes and of minerals and rocks, of Indian Caro Jones. Mrs Reta Simmons
spired than his 56 Mazurkas, suf musical instruments'."
COLRIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
relics and shells 116,000 lots ol and Mrs. Elizabeth Morey,
fused as they are with the spirit
WORK WONDERS
shells). Many Summer tourists j Interesting talks were given by
of the popular dance of his tragic
visit the museum to see what Maine
country, Poland.
has to show in the above depart
• • • •
ments of nature, and the work of
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Great pride is taken in the Ru
Much selfishness and many un Maine artists.
binstein Club. Rockland's foremost ethical methods have been exposed,
Nature lovers and artists of
music club which has attained an and some fine ideate have been Maine! Come on in, the surround
age well nigh to 50 years. Just expressed by Mr. Roosevelt. But ings are fine!
opening its 1940-41 season, the now comes the time for the hardYours for art and natural science
calendar announces programs of headed. close-fisted, practical busi in Maine.
unusual interest, and with Nettie nessman to put what he can of
Norman W Lermond,
Bird Frost, gifted daughter of a these ideate into practice. We need
Financial Secretary.
gifted mother, one feels confident Wendell Willkie to discontinue not
that it will be a season of marked I only the speculation but also the
success. A delightful feature te j wasteful spending of other peo- as they needed our condemnation
a few .years ago.
being introduced this season in | pie's money.
I am an idealist; and am in
having the club entertained in the
WILLIAM H. MILLER —Flight Supt., American Airlines
Some people are ruled by their
homes of various members for sev hearts, others by their mentality, I sympathy with many of Mr.
eral of the meetings. The club i and still others by fear. We should ' Roosevelt s appeals for justke. We
in its long establishment has be ruled by our hearts. If and were money mad. and mano' of us
shown many brilliant names in its when our convictions are support abused our privilege of freedom.
Mr. Roosevelt gave us a cathartk;
membership list—still does, we
ed by our brains. Our convictions we needed one. But eight years
i is a long time to hear one man
of new members each season
fear. Mr. Roosevelt te the most speak and to listen to his warm
marches valiantly on bearing its beloved and the most hated man
I "fireside chats."
banner for the best in musk.
in public life since Abraham Lin No matter how kindly we fee'., you
• • • •
coln. We now need a change—a
and I.
One of the big features oi the change in leadership—or else we Business ls business, or business slips
by
World's Fair Musk Week (New may end in a seriously divided na
I To arm our free Nation a business
York) was a mass piano festival tion.
man a workof 101 pianos. The recital lasted
—
I D WALK A MILE . W
Now te the time, in my opionion. | Prove
by ballot, whatever the irk.
an hour and included 186 instruc to restore to the businessman that And after election let law make lt
truetors and students under the direc spirit of hope and confidence
FOR THE EXTRAS IN A SLOWshall rule us for terms over
tion of Frank Wilking of Chkago. necessary at all times, but par No man
two
It was said to be the largest out ticularly essential to our achieve And ln this election to conscience be
BURNING CAMEL. CAMELS ARE
door festival ever given. The pi ment of plans for defense. Let us
true:
No
man
shall
lead
us
In
terms
over
anos came from Chicago and the cooperate and cease arousing a
two
EXTRA MILD, BUT THE FLAVOR'S
students
and
the instructors class feeling between the business
John Harsen Rhoades.
who had practiced for two man and the government. We
27 West 44th street. New York
ALL THERE _ EXTRA FLAVOR
weeks came from cities in the need today the services of these
East. It was a windy day and most businessmen and bankers, as much
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
of the playing was done with one
hand as the players held their mu
sic with the other. The Festival
was given In the Court of Peace.
• • • •
"FLOWING GOLD”
Another music feature at the
New York World's Fair has been
the playing by Gheorghe Stefaneseue. a Rumanian, on the ancient
Pipes of Pan. He te said to be
one of five men in the world who
have mastered this instrument.
The Pipes of Pan consist of 23
reeds of graduated size. An ex
pert player can draw three dis
tinct notes from each reed, so that
the range is considerable.
• • • •
Motion pictures and the concert
stage will soon introduce to the
American public Finland's great

Music

(Continued from Page One)

Knox Academy of Arts and rick. Hope; sweet corn, Wilfred
QpipnrPI Rpnins DrivP__ Hobbs. Hope; garden. Frank Flagg,
Lermond’s Appeal
1 Jefferson, pig. Lewis Cray. Aina;

has closed her home here fot the
Winter.
Miss Henriette Ames is visiting
relatives in Qulr.cy, Mass.
Lermond Thompson and Mr. and
Mrs. Weston Thompson have re
turned from a visit to the World's
Fair.
G. C. Wallace's new boat Is ready
for launching and will go into the
water this week. The work has
been done by Edw. Ripley.

GOOD MEWS!

It Happens But Once A Year!

Scott Furriers
ANNIVERSARY

Mink or Sable
Blend Muskrat
Anniversary
(2iift Feature

SALE

Kents Hill Club

You Save 20% and more
Scott Super-Bilt

for com

CUTLER’S

INC.
ROCKLAND

“Loved And Hated”

YOU NEVER SEE HIM-BUT HIS EXTRA SKILL

FLIES WITH YOU EVERY MILE!

Strand Theatre Wednesday-Thursday

HE ARMCHAIR above is his cockpit —but Bill Miller flies

T
Qorqeous
DECKLE-EDGED

WEDDING
Invitations
The most exquisite wedding an
nouncements or invitations you
have ever seen are now on die
play in our engraving department
SO engraved announcements or
invitations. $8.95 SO deckle-edged
announcements or invilatione.
only S11.9S. Prices INCLUDE the
plate!

Postage Extra

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

The locale of the dynamic action- Farmer, beautiful daughter of their
drama is Texas' great oil fields, the eccentric prospecting employer. In
| a series of swiftly-paced scenes the
sprawling strip of land where men pair saves the girl's wells from con
ruthlessly fight to capture flowing niving rivals, and again come to
gold—the rich black oil that has her rescue when the wells are set
lain in waiting since prehistoric aflame. The likeable trio are well
time to gusli geyser-like into the suited to their parte, Garfield and
O'Brien having had a great deal
air.
Against this vivid background is of experience in rugged, virile, roles,
painted the enthralling story of while Miss Farmer will be remem
love, greed and high adventure. bered by many filmgoers as the
John Garfield and Pat O'Brien are lovely outdoor heroine of Edna
seen as itinerant oil workers who Ferber's “Come And Get It”, a hit
meet and fall in love with Frances of several years ago.

as many as 100 planes a day. North, south, east, and west from
New York's LaGuardia Field (air view upper right) his radio
control-room directs the flying course of American’s flagships.
Flier, navigator, engineer, traffic executive all in one—yes, flight
superintendent Bill Miller is a man with the extras —a man who
gets the smoking extras, too... in Camels.
For Camel’s costlier tobaccos and slower way of burning give you
more than mildness — they give you extra mildness and coolness
with a flavor that holds its appeal right through the last extra puff.
Camels also give you extra smoking per pack (see right),

Copyright, 1940. R. J. Reynold!
Tobacco Company. Wine on-Salem. N. C.

In recent laboratory tests, CAMELS
burned 25% slower than the average of the
15 other of the largest-selling brands tested
— slower than any of them. That means,
on the average, a smoking plus equal to

EXTRA SMOKES
PER PACK!
.
c*w

GET THE “EXTRAS” WITH SLOWER-BURNING

CAMELS

THE CIGARETTE OF COSTLIER TOBACCOS

